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(57) ABSTRACT 

A performance monitor represents execution of a data flow 
graph by changing performance information along different 
parts of a representation of that graph. If the graph is 
executed in parallel, the monitor can show parallel operator 
instances, asSociated datalinks, and performance informa 
tion relevant to each. The individual parallel processes 
executing the graph Send performance messages to the 
performance monitor, and the performance monitor can 
instruct Such processes to vary the information they send. 
The monitor can provides 2D or 3D views in which the user 
can change focus, Zoom and Viewpoint. In 3D views, parallel 
instances of the same operator are grouped in a 2D array. 
The data rate of a datalink can be represented by both the 
density and Velocity of line Segments along the line which 
represent it. The line can be colored as a function of the 
datalink's Source or destination, its data rate, or the integral 
thereof. Alternatively, a histogram can be displayed along 
each datalink's line, displaying information about the rate 
of, total of, or value of a field in, the data Sent, at Successive 
intervals. The user can click on objects to obtain additional 
information, Such as bar charts of Statistics, detailed perfor 
mance listings, or invocation of a debugger. The user can 
Selectively collapse representations of graph objects into 
composite representations, highlight objects which are out 
of records or which have flow blockages; label operators. 
turn off the display of objects, and record and playback the 
performance information. 
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-putRecord-152 
-place record in buffer block addressed to one of one or more instances of the output 
port's consuming input port.based he partitioning scheme-420 
if record fills buffer block-422 an 

-if getAndPutMonitoringison, send the performance monitor timed 
putBlockPending UDP msg, identifying the sourceNode, sourceprocessOnNode, 
and sourceoutputOnProcess-424 
f org port's datalink is connected to a data set, write block to that data 

Set 
-else send buffer block to its corresponding consuming input port instance over 
TCP/IP-426 
-call buildAndSendblockSentMsgr. 423 

-return-462 
FIG. 40 

-buildAndSendblockSentMsgr. 429 
-if current block contains EOF or if time since the last blockSent message Was Sent for 
current datalink exceeds desired blockSent interval-427 

-assemble standard blockSent UDP msg including appropriate values for the 
messages SourceNodesourceprocessOnMode, sourceoutputOnProcess, 
destinationNode, destinationProcessOnMode, destinationinputOnProcess, 
numberOfRecordsSoFar, numberOfEytesSoFar, timeSent, and isEOFinrecord 
428 

-lf fieldMonitoringlsOn-430 
-for each entry in monitoredFieldTable having matching Source and 
destination-432 

-if time since lastTimeRecordSent is greater than 
desiredSendinterval, place monitorFieldHeader in blockSent, 
followed by numberOfDesiredValue, numberOfDesiredValue2, 
and the extracted field value from last record in Current 
block 434 

-if recordMonitoringlsOn-450 
-if entry in monitoredRecord Table has matching source and 
destination-452 

-if time since lastTimeRecordSent is greater than 
desiredSendinterval-454 44 he 

-place monitoRecordHeaderlast record? in 
blockSent-456 

-send performance monitor the blockSent UDP message-460 
returnal-461 

FG. 41 
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-getRecord-148 
-if there is no record in input port's input buffer-464 

-if getAndPutMonitoringison, send performance monitor timed getBlockPending 
UDP msg, identifying the node, processOnMode, and inputOnProcess-465 
-if input port's datalink is connected to a data set-466 

read next block from that data set-467 
call buildAndSendblockSentMsg-468 

-else wait until input buffer gets a new block of records-469 
-set inputBlockReadPointer to start of new block-470 

-set return value to value of inputBlockReadPointer-474 
-increment inputBlockReadPointer by length of record-476 
-return-478 

FG. 42 

-performanceMonitor-128 
-initializer480 n 
-receive score description from process composing score of, and conductief the parallel 
execution of, the data flow graph-482 
-Create data structures for all nodes, operators, operator instances and their ports, and 
datalink instances-484 
-determine which operators are in which levels-486 
-lay out operators in each level in both 2 and 3-d space-490 
-loop until user exits from within-492 

while unprocessed user input, call handleUserMsgs-494 
-while msgs in UDP input queue, call handleUDPMsgs-496 
-for each graphState portrayed in a replay window, call 
UpdateReplayGraphState-532 
-if time since timeOflastBlockPendingCheck exceeds 
blockPendingCheckinterval, call blockPendingCheck-550 
-for each graph visualization window-554 

-if it has been longer than windowupdatelnterval since it was last 
updated-569 

-if window is a 3Dview M570 
-if a flight path is active for window, and if time since 
last move along flight path exceeds flight path's 
flightPathframelnterval, change view parameters 
according to flight path-572 
-if its viewRadiusFromFocus, viewLongitudefromFocus, 
viewLatitudefronFocus, OrviewZoom has been 
changed, call updateWindows3Dto2DProjection-574 
-call updateWindowsPixels-576 

-if the window is a 2D view update it-62, 42 l 

FIG.43 
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-handleUDPMsgs-498 
-for each message in the queue-500 

-if getBlockPending msg, store it in data structure for its associated input port 
instance-502 
-else if putBlockPending msg, store in data structure for its associater output 
port instance-.504 
-else if blockSent msgaS06 

-if historyrecordinglsOn-508, 
-if time since last blockSent was recorded for the msg's data link 
instance exceeds blockSentRecordinterval, store a copy of 
blockSent msg in the blockSentHistory file in chronological order 
by time stamp-510 
-if blockSent's isOFlnRecord is true, record blockSent in 
EOFHistory file-511 

-call updategraphWithBlockSentMsg with the blockSent msg for 
realTime graphState a 512 

-return-530 

FIG. 44 
-updategraphstateWithBlockSentMsgr. ss I 

-erase any getBlockPending, putBlockPending, hungonGetRecord, hungOnPutRecord in 
data structures for all inputs or outputs on same instance having an earlier time stamp 
than the blockSent msgr. 513 
-if there is a prior blockSent msg recorded for the data link, calculate datarates for the 
Current blockSent msg's corresponding datalink instance by subtracting 
numberOfRecordsSoFar and numberOfEytesSoFar from the prior blockSent stored in 
data structure of the datalink instance having msg's associated source and destination 
ports from numberOfRecordsSoFar and number of BytesSoFar, respectively, in the 
Current msg and divide difference by the difference intimeSent of the two msgS-514 
-store the dataRate in the datalink instances data structure-515 
-store the current value of blockSent in the datalink instance's data structure-516 
-if blockSent's isEOFinrecord is true, set hasSentEOF in blockSent's corresponding 
datalink instance-517 
-if there is a monitoredFieldHeader in the current blockSent-522 

-if there is a window opened to display monitored field information for the 
datalink instance, feed the monitoredfield information to that window-52 -if msgfirstOccurrence has been set for either the 1stdesired Walue Or 
2nd DesiredValue, check if the blockSent msg contains the first occurrence of the 
either desired value and if so beep and send appropriate window to display-526 

-if blockSent contains a monitoredRecord Header and if there is a window opened to 
display that record for the datalink instance, feed blockSent's monitored record 
information to that window's process-528 
-return-529 

FIG. 45 
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-updateReplayGraphState-534 
-if the time since lastGraphstateUpdateTime exceeds replayupdatelnterval-535 

-save the current time as lastRealTimeOfGraphStateUpdate-536 
-find next timeBeingreplayed 537 
-scan EOFHistory file and get&Puthianghistory files since the graphState's 
previous timeBeingreplayed, to update EOF and getRecord and putRecord 
hang values of port and operator instances-538 
-clear the blockSent msgs and dataRate stored for all datalinks in the 
graphstate-639 
-for each itemfb6kséntHistory file recorded from timeBeingreplayed back to 
timeBeingreplayed - replayUpdateWindowDuration-540 

-ifthéblockSent msg corresponding datalink for which a dataRates 
has not been calculated in the Graphstate call 
updategraphStateWithBlockSentMsg-542 

FIG. 46 
-return-543 

-blockPendingCheck-552 
-for the data structure of each port instance-556 

-if it has a getBlockPending or putBlockPending indication with a time stamp 
older than normalBlockPending Time-558 

-label the data structure for port as hungOnGetRecord or 
hungonPutRecord, respectively-560 
-if recording is on, record hungongetRecord or hungonPutRecord, 
respectively, and its associated time for port instance in 
get&Puthanghistory file-562 

-Return-564 

FIG. 47 
-updateWindows3DTo2DProjection-578 

-set viewDirectionlongitude and viewDirectionlatitude to keep view Centered on 
viewFocus-582 
-call calculateCraphs2DProjectionCoordinates-584 

-return-586 
F.G. 48 
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-updateWindowsPixels-588 
-for all datalink objects in the window which have to be updated and which might contain 
any transparent segments, erase all pels associated with it-589 
-for each object in the visualization window's graphState mapped into the window's 2D 
projection which has been changed since the last call to this routine-590 

-if itsis a datalink object-592 
-if datalink object's colorSetting is "off, skip rest of loop-594 
-else if datalink objects's colorSetting is a function of a selected 
variable-596 

-if object is a composite, set its value for the selected variable to 
the average of the values of that variable from all its 
corresponding instances-598 
-select object's draw color from the position of its value for the 
selected variable relative to the variable's color map-600 

-else if datalink object's colorSetting is a fixed colorset its draw color 
equal to that color-602 
-else if datalink object's segmentationSetting is for a color histogram, 
call colorhistogramSegmentation-604 
-if datalink object's segmentationSetting is for dataRate noodles, call 
noodleSegmentationaG06 
-if datalink object's seme?tionsetting is Solid, set lineSegmentBuffer 
to one solid segment-608 
-call drawlineSegments-610 

-if it is not a datalink object, project it into the view's pel map, taking into account 
what objects block what other objects from perspective of viewpoint-614 

-return-616 
FIG. 49 
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-colorhistogramSegmentation-618 
-if time or time Scale represented by window has changed, update outputPortPointer and 
inputPortPointer in the lineSegmentBuffer accordingly-620 
-if any part of the object's lineSegmentBuffer between its outputportPointer and 
inputPortPointer is not segmented, calculate histogram color segmentation for that 
portion of the buffer from either real time values, or if appropriate, relevant portions of 
blockSenthistory file-622 
-return-624 

F.G. 50 
-noodleSegmentation-626 

-advance outputPortPointer and inputportPointers in lineSegmentBuffer in proportion to 
current dataRate-628 
-for each part of the object's lineSegmentBuffer between its OutputPortPointer and 
inputportPointer which is empty, starting at the outputPortPointer-629 

-until such empty portion has been fird-630 
-add a new pair of "on" and "off" segments to the buffer, having a density 
which is a partially random function of link's datarate for the time frame 
represented by that segment's location along the line representing the 
datalink objectse-631 
-if monitoredFieldDisplaylsOn, if the datalink object has a monitored 
field, and if a blockSent message is detected in the time represented by 
such pair has a value for that field represented by either a triangle or a 
ball, replace the pair's "on" segment in the buffer with a triangle or 
ba-634 

-return-635 

4 - A Je 4tate/ ? 2-2 -ow to 5 a rutoC M fe. 1- As 
-drawigsegments 38 offelf- ly '- A 44? Ei e te Ásed, Po.7 

for each line segment in the current datalink object's lineSegmentationBuffer which 
maps into the window-638 

-if its color is "off" skip rest of loop-642 
-for each successive portion of that line segment which has been projected onto 
an individual pet of the view-643 

-if pel was not formerly colored-644 
if the segment's color is "on", color the pel with the datalink 
object's draw colorad45 
-else color the pel with the segment's color-646 
-store the ID of the current datalink object in association with the 
pel-648 

-else, if the current datalink object is between the viewpoint and the 
object previously associated with the pel at the point on each object 
represented by the pel, store the color of the current datalink object at 
the peland associate the current datalink object with the pel-650 

FIG. 52 

FIG. 51 #ed 4 ye. pref 4*. 
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APPARATUSES AND METHODS FOR 
MONITORING PERFORMANCE OF PARALLEL 

COMPUTING 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to apparatuses and 
methods for parallel computing and particularly to methods 
and apparatuses which allow for monitoring the perfor 
mance of Such parallel computing. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Despite the rapid increase in the power of indi 
vidual computer processors, there are many present and 
potential applications which could benefit from much 
greater computing power than can be provided by any 
individual present or foreseeable processor. The major 
approach to Such greater computing power is to use parallel 
computers, that is, computers having more than one proces 
Sor. Many different types of parallel computers have been 
designed, ranging from Symmetric Multi-Processing Sys 
tems in which the each of the multiple processors and Some 
amount of cache memory share main memory and all of the 
computer's other resources, to So-called shared-nothing Sys 
tems where each processor has its own Separate, often 
relatively large, main memory and, often, its own mass 
Storage device, and the processors are only connected by 
computer network. The number of processors in current 
parallel computers vary from two to tens of thousands. 
0.003 Parallel computers can provide a huge amount of 
raw computational power, as measured by all of the instruc 
tions per Second which their multiple processors can 
execute. One of the major problem restricting the use of 
parallel computing has been the difficulty in programming 
and debugging parallel computing programs because of the 
complexity of their computation. Also the execution of large 
computations on parallel computers can often fail or be 
slowed drastically because of resource limitations effecting 
all or a part of Such computations. In addition, parallel 
computations can be lengthy, particularly if they are not 
properly designed. For all these reasons, it is important for 
those designing and running parallel programs to be able to 
better understand the computation processes with which 
they are dealing. 
0004. A form of computation which has been previously 
used is record-based data flow programming. This form of 
computation causes a flow of records to pass through a 
Stream of operators which remove or add records to the 
Stream, modify the values in records, or create new records. 
Such computation can be performed on one processor or in 
parallel on a plurality of processors. Parallel Relational Data 
Base Systems (parallel “RDBMSs) run programs which 
respond to a user query written in a database query language 
Such as SQL, and then automatically create a corresponding 
parallel data flow graph. In Such Systems the user cannot 
explicitly create the graph, nor can he create, even indirectly, 
any graph other than one created in response to a query in 
a data base language. 
0005. A new approach to programming parallel record 
based data flow programming is disclosed in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 08/627,801, filed by Michael Beckerle 
et al. on Mar. 25, 1996, entitled “ Apparatuses And Methods 
For Programming Parallel Computers” (hereinafter the 
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“Beckerle et al. Application”. The Beckerle et al. Applica 
tion is hereby incorporated into this application in its 
entirety. The rights in the Beckerle et al. Application are 
owned by Torrent Systems, Inc., the assignee of the present 
application. 

0006. This prior application discloses a system in which 
a user can explicitly define a data flow graph by connecting 
together graph objects including data Sets and operators with 
datalinks. The opererators have input and output ports at 
which they can receive and output records, respectively, 
over a datalink. Each Such port has a defined Schema which 
defines the name and type of fields from which or to which 
the operator is to read or write data. The Schema can define 
transfer operators which designate that all field of a record 
are to be Supplied from one input port to one or more output 
ports. Field adapters objects can be placed between a 
datalink and an operator to change the name or type of fields 
in the records Supplied to or output by Such operators. The 
user is given the capability to define new parallelizable 
operators, including new parallel operators containing pro 
gramming written by the user, new parallel operators each 
instance of which executes a Standard Sequential program, or 
new parallel operators using Subgraphs defined from com 
binations of other, previously defined operators. The System 
automatically parallelizes the execution of the user defined 
graph. 

0007. It would also be helpful for those programming and 
running data flow graph computations could better under 
Stand the performance of Such computations. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. It is an object of the present invention to provide 
apparatuses and methods for helping those who program 
and/or run parallel programs to better understand the parallel 
execution of those programs. 

0009. It is an object of the present invention to provide 
apparatuses and methods for helping those who program 
and/or run dataflow programs to better understand the 
execution of those programs. 
0010. One aspect of the invention provides a performance 
monitoring tool which provides Simultaneous visual display 
of information on the performance of each of a plurality of 
processes on each of a plurality of processors. 

0011) Another aspect of the invention provides a com 
puter System which computes a data flow graph, and which 
has a performance monitor which shows a graphical repre 
Sentation of the graph’s execution. The graphical represen 
tation includes varying performance information about vari 
ous parts of the graph shown in locations corresponding to 
those graph parts 

0012. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
computer System is capable of providing parallel computa 
tion of Such data flow graphs in which the parallel operators 
of the graph are executed by multiple instances of those 
operators and the data flow associated with the input or 
output of Such parallelized operator is partitioned between 
its parallel instances. In Such cases the performance monitor 
is capable of providing a visual representation of the paral 
lelized graph. In this visualization, each parallel operator 
instance and its associated partitioned data flow, or datalink, 
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can be shown, and performance information can be dis 
played at or near the Visual representation of Such parallel 
objects in the graph. 
0013 The preferred embodiment of such a parallel per 
formance monitor is capable of providing both 2D and 3D 
Visualization of parallel graphs in which the user can Selec 
tively change the focus, Zoom and Viewpoint. This allows 
the user to quickly Zoom in on parts of the graph in which 
he or she is currently interested and to use the relative 
expansion and contraction and relative changes in position 
caused by changes in Viewpoint, Zoom, and perspective to 
allocate Screen area to desired parts of the graph. In 3D 
Views the preferred embodiment groups parallel instances of 
the same operator together in a 2D array, both to provide a 
compact representation and to provide an easy to perceive 
representation of both the unparallel and parallel structure of 
the graph. 
0.014. In the preferred embodiment of the invention infor 
mation about the flow of data between operator instances 
can be represented visual attributes of the lines representing 
datalinks. This further compacts the representation of com 
plex parallel graphs, Since it allows both datalinks and 
information about their performance to be represented in one 
line. The preferred embodiment can represent the data rate 
of an individual datalink by both the density and velocity of 
broken line Segments along its line. This use of broken, 
moving line Segments makes it easier to distinguish Separate 
datalinks which are very close to each other or overlap in a 
Visualization, Since it allows the user to See through the 
broken parts of Such lines. The ability to distinguish between 
Such closely placed datalink lines is further increased by the 
fact that the Velocity and Segmentation pattern of Such 
datalink lines varies. 

0.015 The user can select to color the moving broken line 
Segments representing data rate with other information about 
the datalink, Such as their Source or destination operator or 
operator instance, or data rate in bytes or records, or the total 
number of record or bytes transmitted so far. 
0016. The preferred embodiment also lets the user dis 
play a histogram along each datalink line, Such as a color 
histogram displaying information about the data rate, total 
data Sent, or value of a Selected field in the data sent, at each 
of a Succession of time periods represented by Successive 
lengths along each Such datalink line. 
0.017. The preferred embodiment enables the user to click 
on objects in Such a 3D visual representation and to obtain 
additional information on them, Such as the addition of bar 
charts on Such objects, a window providing a detailed listing 
of performance Statistics relating to the object, or the invo 
cation of a debugger window for the object. 
0.018. The preferred embodiment enables a user to selec 
tively collapse the representation of parallel instances of all 
or Selected parallel operators and their associated datalinks 
into a single composite graphical representation, So as to 
Simplify the representation of the graph or to obtain repre 
Sentations of information relating to the performance of the 
resulting composite graph objects. It Similarly allows the 
user to collapse representations of operators at a level, 
different levels of the graph, and different processors of the 
graph. 
0019. The preferred embodiment enables users to have 
objects which have received their last record or which have 
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data flow blockages, to Select whether display graph objects 
or not, and whether or not to label operators with their 

CS. 

0020. In the preferred embodiment the user set visual 
ization options for the entire graph, or for a Selected Set of 
one or more graph objects. This enables users to Select one 
Set of Visualization Settings for the entire graph and then 
Select another Set of Such Settings for one or more particular 
parts of the graph. 
0021. The preferred embodiment enables users to select 
to record the performance information used to generate 
graph visualizations. Such recording enables the user to 
replay prior portions of a current graph’s execution at 
variable Speed, or to replay a prior execution of a graph. 
During each Such replay the user can vary the Speed, view 
point and display Settings of the Visualization to focus on 
information of current concern. In addition, the preferred 
embodiment allows the user to display multiple visualiza 
tion windows of a graph at one time, including windows 
representing the graph from different view points, display 
Settings, and execution times. 
0022. In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
performance monitor is provided with a data Structure which 
identifies which processes executing on which processor 
nodes correspond to which instances of which operators in 
the parallel data flow graph being executed. The individual 
parallel processes involved in the execution Send messages 
to the performance monitor which provide it with the 
information necessary to perform its visualization. The 
performance monitor is capable of Sending data to individual 
parallel processors as they are executing the graph to vary 
the performance information they send. For example, the 
performance monitor can Send one or more operators a 
message informing it to report information on the value of 
a particular field in the records Supplied to it. This informa 
tion can then be displayed in the monitor's visualization 
window. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0023 These and other aspects of the present invention 
will become more evident upon reading the following 
description of the preferred embodiment in conjunction with 
the. accompanying drawings, which are discussed in the 
Specifications which follows. 
0024 FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention showing both the 
parallel execution of a graph on parallel processor nodes and 
a performance monitor program displaying a visualization of 
that execution; 
0025 FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of one type of 
parallel computer upon which the present invention can be 
used; 
0026 FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of data flow 
graph which has been created by a user and which is 
executed in parallel by the System as result of the Steps 
shown in FIG. 5.; 
0027 FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of an operator 
of a type which can be selectively put at a desired place in 
a data flow graph by a user of the system shown in FIG. 1 
and then executed in parallel by that System as part of that 
graph; 
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0028 FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of the steps 
performed when a So-called conductor proceSS running in 
one of the nodes of the parallel processors shown in FIG. 1 
executes a portion of a program which contains a user 
defined data flow graph, such as that shown in FIG. 3; 
0029 FIG. 6 is a comparison of a 3D By-Instances 
visualization produced by the system of FIG. 1 and the 
execution of the parallel data flow graph it represents, 
0030 FIG. 7 illustrates a window produced by the per 
formance monitor program shown in FIG. 1 containing the 
3D visualization shown in FIG. 6, and including the top 
level user interface menu of that program; 
0031 FIG. 8 represents the system's View Navigate 
Dialog Box, which allows the use to control the angle, 
distance, and magnification of a the View of a 3D graph 
shown in the visualization window of FIG. 7; 
0032 FIG. 9 is a schematic representation of the View 
menu of the performance monitor program which allows a 
user to control the display of a graph in the Visualization 
window; 
0033 FIG. 10 is a 2D By-Instances view of the graph 
shown in FIG. 7 with labels attached to the operators and 
data Sets of the graph, and with Solid lines highlighting 
datalinks assumed to be blocked for purposes of example in 
that view; 
0034 FIG. 11 is a 2D By-Operators view, which is 
similar to that shown in FIG. 10 except that the instances of 
each operator have been collapsed into one composite 
representation for each operator; 

0035 FIG. 12 is a 3D view equivalent to that shown in 
FIG. 7, except its operators and data set objects are labeled 
and all Such objects at the top and bottom three vertical 
levels of the graph have been collapsed into one composite 
representation for each operator; 
0036 FIG. 13 is a 3D By-Levels view of the graph 
shown in FIG. 7 in which the representation of all of the 
instances of one or more operators running at each vertical 
level of the graph are collapsed onto a Square in an 2D array 
of Such Squares, each of which represents all the operator 
instances running at that level on a given processSor node, 
0037 FIG. 14 is a 3D By-Processor view of a graph's 
execution in which all of the instances of all operators 
running one each processor are represented by one Square in 
an array of Squares representing all of the processors in the 
parallel computation, and in which bar charts representing 
CPU, disk, and network usage by each node operator are 
placed on the Square representing it; 

0038 FIG. 15 is a 2D By-Instances view of similar to 
that of FIG. 10, in which each datalink provides a histogram 
in the data rate along that datalink during Successive time 
interval of the entire execution of the data flow graph; 
0039 FIG. 16 is a schematic representation of the Bar 
Graph Display Dialog Box when enables the user to select 
to display bar graph information on operators and data Sets 
of a graph; 

0040 FIG. 17 is a view of the visualization shown in 
FIG. 7 after the user has raised the angle of the viewpoint 
relative to the graph, has Selected to display labels, and has 
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used the Bar Graph Dialog Box of FIG. 16 selected to 
display bar graphs on data Sets and buffer operators, 

0041 FIG. 18 is a view of a graph similar to that shown 
in FIG. 17 except that the user has selected to represent the 
vertical level of graph on which the buffer operators are 
located in a By-Levels manners, which combines the rep 
resentations, including bar graphs, of the instances of both 
buffer operators on that level on each processor node, 

0042 FIG. 19 is a view similar to that in FIG. 17, except 
that it is later in the execution of the graph, the user has 
Zoomed in on the center of the view, has turned off display 
of bar graphs, and has turn on highlighting of EOFs, or End 
Of Files, which have been received by various parts of the 
graph; 

0043 FIG. 20 is a schematic representation of the 
Datalink Display Dialog Box which controls how all or a 
Selected Set of one or more data linkS is displayed; 

0044 FIG. 21 show a visualization similar to of FIG. 7 
except that the display of all datalinks has been turned off 
except for datalinks which have flow blockages, and it is 
assumed, as in FIG. 10 and 11, that the highlighted datalinks 
have Such blockages. 

004.5 FIG.22 is a view similar to that in FIG. 19 except 
that it highlights operators and communication ports hung in 
asSociation with calls to getRecord and putRecord functions 
associated with the blockages indicated in FIGS. 10, 11, and 
21; 

0046 FIG. 23 is a schematic representation of the Get 
And Put Hangs Dialog Box which lets users control the 
display of get and put hangs of the type shown in FIG. 10, 
11, 18 and 19. 

0047 FIG. 24 is a schematic representation of the Moni 
tored Field Dialog Box when enables a user to select to 
monitor and display the value of a given field in records 
passing through one or more Selected datalink objects, 

0048 FIG.25 is a view similar to that in FIG. 7 in which 
the user has used the Monitored Field Dialog Box of FIG. 
24 to show a window displaying the value of a monitored 
field on a given datalink instance; 

0049 FIG. 26 is a 2D By-Instances view, similar to that 
in FIG. 10, in which the user has Zoomed in on the center 
of the graph and has used the Monitored Field Dialog Box 
of FIG. 24 to display occurrences of each of two different 
Selected values in a monitored field with triangles and balls, 
respectively; 

0050 FIG. 27 is a schematic representation of the EOF 
Display Dialog Box which lets the user control the high 
lighting of graph objects which have received or Sent end of 
file indications, as shown in FIG. 19. 

0051 FIG. 28 is a schematic representation of the Data 
Collection menu which lets the user turn on and off, and 
control the frequency of, the monitoring and recording of 
performance information; 

0.052 FIG. 29 is a schematic representation of the Dis 
playTime menu which lets the user control whether a given 
Visualization window displayS current or replayed perfor 
mance information; 
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0053 FIG.30 is a schematic representation of the Replay 
Dialog Box which lets the user selected the time and forward 
or backward play Speed of a replay; 

0.054 FIG. 31 is a schematic representation of the drop 
down menu which a user can displayed for one or more 
Selected operators, 

0055 FIG. 32 is a schematic representation of the drop 
down menu which a user can displayed for one or more 
Selected communication ports, 
0056 FIG. 33 is a schematic representation of the drop 
down menu which a user can displayed for one or more 
Selected operator instances, 

0057 FIG. 34 is a schematic representation of the drop 
down menu which a user can displayed for one or more 
Selected communication port instances, 
0.058 FIG. 35 is a schematic representation of the drop 
down menu which a user can displayed for one or more 
Selected datalinks; 

0059 FIG. 36 is a schematic representation of the drop 
down menu which a user can displayed for one or more 
Selected datalink instances, 

0060 FIG. 37 is view similar to that shown in FIG. 22 
once a user has Selected to display an Operator Instance 
Performance Overview Window for an individual operator 
instance from the operator instance menu of FIG. 33; 
0061 FIGS. 38 and 39 display 3D By-Instances visual 
izations from different viewpoints of the parallel execution 
of another graph in which three are sixteen processor nodes 
and in which the color of each datalink instance is a function 
of its Source node, 

0.062 FIG. 40 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
Sentation of the putRecord routine, located in each proceSS 
executing an instance of an operator in the parallel execution 
of a graph shown in FIG. 1 and 5, which outputs records at 
an output port of that operator instance; 
0.063 FIG. 41 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
sentation of the buildAndSend BlockSentMsg routine, 
located in each proceSS eXecuting an instance of an operator 
in the parallel execution of a graph shown in FIGS. 1 and 
5, which can be called by both the putRecord routine of FIG. 
40 and the getRecord routine of FIG. 42 to send messages 
to the performance monitor indicating that a block of records 
has been Sent or received; 

0.064 FIG. 42 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
Sentation of the getRecord routine, located in each proceSS 
executing an instance of an operator in the parallel execution 
of a graph shown in FIGS. 1 and 5, which inputs records at 
an input port of that operator instance; 

0065 FIG. 43 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
Sentation of the main function of the performance monitor 
program shown in FIG. 1; 
0.066 FIG. 44 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
sentation of the handleUDPMsg function called by the main 
performance monitor function of FIG. 43 to respond to 
performance messages received by the performance monitor 
from processes executing instances of operators, 
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0067 FIG. 45 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
sentation of the updateCraphStateWith BlockSentMsg func 
tion which is called by the handleUDPMsg function of FIG. 
44 and the updateReplayGraphState function of FIG. 46 to 
update the data Structure representing the State of a graph 
being Visualized for a given blockSent message received, 
respectively, from the current execution of graph or from a 
history of Such messages previously received; 
0068 FIG. 46 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
sentation of the updateReplayGraphState function called by 
the main performance monitor function of FIG. 43 for each 
Successive update to a graph being replayed from recorded 
performance messages, 
0069 FIG. 47 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
sentation of the blockPendingCheck function called periodi 
cally by the main performance monitor function of FIG. 43 
during current execution of a graph to determine if any 
putRecord or getrecord calls have failed to return in a 
Sufficiently long time that their associated ports should be 
marked as hung, 
0070 FIG. 47 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
sentation of the updateWindows3Dto2DProjection function 
called by the main performance function of FIG. 43 in 
response to a change in the focus, Zoom, or view point of a 
3D visualization, to map the 3D objects which appear in the 
2D projection of the view into the coordinates of that 2D 
projection; 
0071 FIG. 49 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
sentation of the updateWindowsPixels function called by the 
main performance monitor function of FIG. 43 to update 
any pixels of a Visualization window to reflect either the 
change in an object shown in that window or the motion of 
its datalink objects, 
0072 FIG. 48 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
Sentation of the colorhistogramSegmentation function 
called by the updateWindowsPixels function of FIG. 49 to 
update the Segmentation associated with the display of a 
datalink which represents a color histogram; 
0073 FIG. 51 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
Sentation of the noodleSegmentation function called by the 
updateWindowsPixels function of FIG. 49 to update the 
broken Segmentation used to represent data rate along a 
given datalink object; 
0074 FIG. 52 is a highly simplified pseudo-code repre 
Sentation of the draw|LineSegments function called by the 
updateWindowsPixel function of FIG. 43 to draw the pixels 
asSociated with a given datalink object; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0075 FIG. 1 provides a high level overview of a system 
100 which provides parallel execution 102 of a data flow 
graph 131A across a plurality of parallel processors 104. The 
system also provides a visual representation 106 of the 
performance of that parallel execution. This visual repre 
Sentation can be provided either in real time as the execution 
of the graph takes place, or in playback from data previously 
recorded from a parallel execution. 
0076. In the preferred embodiment of the invention 
shown in FIG. 1 the system 100 is a so-called shared 
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nothing parallel computer System. A more detailed diagram 
of the hardware of Such a shared-nothing System is shown in 
FIG. 2. Such a system is comprised of a plurality of 
processor nodes 104, each of which includes a high Speed 
CPU 108, random access memory or RAM 110, a disk I/O 
controller 112, and one or more hard disks 114. Each Such 
processor node also includes a high Speed network interface 
116 for communicating with other processors of the parallel 
processing machine over a high Speed network 118. 
0.077 Preferably the system also includes a workstation 
computer 120, which is also connected to the high Speed 
network 118. The workstation computer is preferably used to 
enable a user to control the parallel processing machine, 
Such as by giving instructions to execute Specific parallel 
programs. In the preferred embodiment, it is on this work 
Station computer 120 that the performance monitor program 
128 is located and run, and it is on the Screen 122 of this 
WorkStation in which the performance monitor program 
projects the visualization of the execution of parallel data 
flow graphs. 
0078. The workstation computer 122 includes a keyboard 
124 and a mouse 126 to enable the user to interact with the 
WorkStation computer So as to give it commands. The 
commands include commands to control the operation of the 
parallel computing machine, as well as commands to control 
the operation of the performance monitor program 128, 
including how the performance monitor presents a visual 
ization of the execution of a parallel data flow graph. 
0079 AS is explained in much greater detail the Beckerle 
et al. Application mentioned above, the system 100 uses one 
process 130, shown in FIGS. 2 and 5, located in one of the 
high speed parallel nodes of the system 100 to automatically 
conduct the parallel execution of a data flow graph. In FIG. 
2 this process 130 is shown residing in the RAM 110 on the 
processor 104 labeled Processor-1. This process 130, called 
the conductor process, execute a user-written program defin 
ing one or more data flow graphs. 
0080. As is indicated in FIG. 3, each such data flow 
graph 131, is comprised of a plurality of modular program 
ming objects including operators 132, persistent data Sets 
134, normal files 136, and datalinks 138. Each operator can 
include Zero or more input ports 140 in which it can receive 
a stream of data from a datalink 138 and Zero or more output 
ports 142, at which it can output Such a data Stream over a 
datalink 138. Each data datalink is normally comprised of a 
Stream of data records. Each input or output port can have 
an adapter object 143 connected to it, which converts the 
name or type of one or more fields, respectively, Supplied to 
or received from Such a port. 
0.081 FIG. 4 presents a highly schematic view of an 
operator 132Z of the general type which a user can combine 
together to define an executable data flow graph which the 
conductor process can execute. The particular operator 132Z 
has two input ports 140 and two output ports 142, at which 
the operator receives and outputs records, respectively. Each 
operator 132 includes a runLocally function 145. The run 
Locally function can perform virtually any allowable pro 
gram, but normally it will include one or more calls 146 to 
a getRecord function 148 contained within each of its input 
ports to obtain the next record in the data Stream connected 
to that port. Also it will normally include one or more calls 
150 to a putRecord function 152 contained within each of its 
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output ports to feed a record out through that port into its 
asSociated datalink. In addition, the runLocally program will 
also normally include extra instructions to perform tests or 
operations upon records or combinations of records as they 
pass into and or out of the operator. 
0082) The conductor process 130 shown in FIG. 2 com 
monly executes a user written program which can contain 
one or more user defined data flow graphs of the type shown 
in FIG. 3. When the conductor process executes such a 
program, it Separately performs the Steps shown in FIG. 5 
for each Such graph in the program. These include a step 154 
in which the conductor process assembles the definition of 
a graph 131 from Statements contained in the program it is 
executing. These Statements Specify the individual opera 
tors, data sets, adapters, and datalinks of the graph and how 
they are connected, So as to define the graph. By “data Sets” 
in this application we refer only to what are called “persis 
tent data Sets' in the Beckerle et al. Application, that is, data 
Sets which actually Store records in mass Storage. By 
"datalinks' in this application we refer to both communica 
tion channels between operators, which are called “virtual 
data Sets' in the Beckerley et al. Application, and to com 
munication channels between an operator and persistent data 
SetS. 

0083. At the point in the program at which the user 
defined program instructs the conductor process to actually 
execute an individual graph, the conductor processor then 
executes steps 156, 158, 160, and 162. 
0084. In step 156 the conductor checks the user defined 
graph 131. It checks to see if the graph is a properly 
constructed graph which can be executed. It also notifies the 
user if the graph’s Structure is Such that, although execut 
able, it appears likely to produce undesired results. The 
check Step 156 may actually insert operators into the user 
defined data flow graph. In the example of graph 131 shown 
in FIG. 5, the step 156 inserts a repartitioning operator 132B 
to ensure that data is partitioned as desired by the operator 
below that inserted re-partitioning operator. It also inserts 
two buffer operators 132E and 132F to decrease the chance 
that there will be a data flow blockage at a point in the graph 
where two data flows come together into one operator. The 
graph check Step 156 also replaces any composite operator 
in a user defined graph with that composite operator's 
asSociated Subgraph. 
0085 Composite operators are operators which a user 
creating a graph can treat a one operator, even though they 
each actually represent a Subgraph composed of one or more 
operators connected in a desired manner. In the example 
shown in FIG. 5, the operator 132K in the user defined 
graph 131, is replaced by its associated Subgraph comprised 
of operators 132H and 132I. 
0086 Once step 156 has created a checked, and possibly 
modified, data flow graph 131A, a step 158 composes a 
score 159 for the graph. The score, which is represented 
Schematically as a visual graph in FIG. 5, is actually a data 
structure which defines how the individual objects of the 
graph 131A are to be mapped across the various parallel 
processors 102 during parallel execution of the graph. Once 
this is done, a step 160 sends a copy of the Score through the 
high Speed network to the performance monitor program 
128 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 so that it will also know how 
the parallel instances of each objects in the graph are 
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mapped acroSS processors during parallel execution. In the 
preferred embodiment of the invention, the Score Sent in Step 
160 is an augmented Score containing not only the informa 
tion contained in the Similar Score described in the Beckerle 
et al. Application, but also additional information to Support 
the performance monitor function, Such as the textual names 
of operators and an explicit description the Schemas of any 
data Sets, input and output ports, and adapters in the graph. 

0087. Then in step 162 the conductor process actually 
causes parallel execution of the data flow graph, as is defined 
in more detail in the above mentioned Beckerle et al. 
Application. 

0088. In brief, this is done by causing the conductor 
process 130 shown in the diagram of step 162 in FIG. 5 to 
create a Separate process 164 of its program on each of the 
parallel processors executing the graph and to establish a 
TCP/IP network communication link 163 for purposes of 
control with each Such Section-leader process. Each of these 
Separate processes is instructed to execute a Section-leader 
routine, which causes it to fork and create a separately 
numbered player proceSS 132 on its processor for each 
operator in the data flow graph which the Score has mapped 
onto that node. The Section-leader process also establishes a 
TCP/IP network link 165 with each of its player processes 
for purposes of control. 

0089. Each player process 132' executes a separate 
instance of the executable program, and each is instructed to 
create a TCP/IP network communication link 167 with each 
other object instance in the parallel data flow graph to which 
its input or output ports are connected through a datalink. 
Each of these communication links 167 correspond to a 
parallel instances of a datalinks in the graphs 131A which is 
being parallelized. Each player proceSS 132' is also 
instructed to read a copy of the Score, determine which 
operator instance in the Score its proceSS number on its 
processor corresponds to, and Start execution of the runLo 
cally function associated with that instances operator. Once 
this is done, execution of the parallel data flow graph Starts 
and records Start flowing through the datalinks of the graph. 

0090 AS is explained in greater detail below, each time 
an operator 132 or persistent dataset 134 makes a call to a 
putRecord function that causes a block of records to be sent 
over one of the operator's TCP/IP connections 167, the 
putRecord function sends a timed blockSent UDP network 
message to the performance monitor program 128 the high 
speed network 118. This blockSent message identifies the 
processor, number of the player proceSS on that processor, 
and the communication port number on that player from 
which the block was sent. It also identifies the processor 
node, the number of the player process on that processor, and 
communication port number on the player process to which 
it is being Sent. The blockSent message also includes the 
time at which the block of records was sent and the total 
number of records and total number of bytes which have 
been Sent upto that time Since the beginning of the current 
execution of the graph over its associated datalink instance. 
Since the performance monitor has a copy of the Score, this 
information allows it to know the exact location of the 
datalink instance in the parallel graph to which the block 
Sent message pertains. It stores the total records Sent, total 
bytes Sent, and time Stamp information of each blockSent 
message in the datalinks associated data structure in a real 
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time graphState, a large data Structure which Stores all 
information on the current State of the graph’s execution. 
The performance monitor also Subtracts the the total data 
Sent values, in records and bytes, in Successive blockSent 
messages associated with a given datalink instance. It 
divides the resulting difference by the difference in the time 
Stamps associated with each blockSent message, to obtain 
dataRate values in records and in bytes per Second, respec 
tively, and it stores these calculated dataRate values in the 
datalinks associated data Structure. 

0091 FIG. 6 shows the how parallel instances of opera 
tors 132 and data sets 134 in the score 159 are mapped into 
a 3D performance visualization 106, generated by the per 
formance monitor on the computer Screen 122 shown in 
FIG. 1. As can be seen in FIG. 6, in the 3D visualization 
each operator 132 or persistent data set 134 is represented by 
a horizontal 2D array of horizontal rectangles, each of which 
represents an instance of the operator running on a Separate 
processor node 102. We often call each such horizontal array 
of rectangles a "waffle” and each Such individual rectangle 
within Such an array a "waffle Square'. 
0092. In the example of FIG. 6, the parallel data set 134A 
is composed of an instance residing on each of the nodes 
102A-D, each of which corresponds to a separate query 
executed on that node to a parallel relational data base 
management system, or RDBMS. Each such instance is 
represented by a waffle Square labeled 102A through 102D 
in FIG. 6, corresponding to the labels in FIG. 6 of the 
processor shown in the score 159. 
0093. On the second level of the graph, going down, there 
are two operators represented. An operator 132A and an 
operator 132B. The operator 132A only has one instance 
running on processor 102A. The other processors 102B 
through 102D do not have any instance of the operator 132A 
running on them, and, thus, their associated waffle Squares 
in the waffle for operator 132A are represented in dashed 
lines. The other operator on the second level, operator 132B, 
has an instance located on each of the four nodes shown in 
the graph, and, thus, none of its waffle Squares are dashed. 
0094. If one goes down each of the nine levels of the 
graph, one can see that it represents a faithful mapping of 
each of the instances of each operator executing the Score 
159. 

0095 The individual lines connecting two waffle squares 
at different levels in the 3D visual representation 106 rep 
resent individual datalink instances 138, which correspond 
to the TCP/IP links 167 shown in the Score 159. Where a 
given output port instance feeds only a oneinput port 
instance on an operator below it on the same processor, as 
is commonly the case, the lines flowing between the Separate 
instances of Such operator will be parallel. This is illustrated, 
for example, between the Waffle Squares of the operator 
132C and 132E in the visualization 106. Where the records 
of a data Stream are repartitioned at the output port of an 
operator in the data flow graph, each instance of that output 
port will normally Supply records, based on the partitioning 
Scheme, to each instance of an input port in the consuming 
operator at a level below in the graph. This causes crossed, 
as well as parallel, datalink lines at the operator's output. 
This is illustrated between operators 132B and 132D and 
between operators 132G and 132H in the vidualization 106 
of FIG. 6. 
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0096. In the visualization 106, the volume of data flow in 
a given instance of a datalink is indicated both by the relative 
density of the line representing that link and in the Velocity 
of that line. The relative density of given line is a function 
of what percent of its length is comprised of line Segments 
in which pixels which are turned “on”, or colored, as 
opposed to line Segments in which pixels are “off”, or 
transparent. We often refer to the “on” segments as 
“noodles”. The velocity of a datalink instance is the rate at 
which its noodles travel downward along the datalink 
intance's associated line. A user watching the visualization 
operates Sees noodles fall down between levels. Somewhat 
like rain drops. He or she can See an indication of the Speed 
of the data flowing along each Such datalink instance as a 
function of both its density and Speed. 
0097. In the standard view the squares of a waffle repre 
Senting individual processors have different colors, and the 
user can Select, among other options, to have the noodles of 
each individual datalink colored according to the color of 
either their Source or destination waffle Square, So as to make 
it easier to Separately distinguish the data rate representation 
of each individual datalink. The fact that datalinks are 
normally represented as lines containing “off”, or transpar 
ent, Segments as well as noodles in which pixels are “on”, 
makes it much easier to see lines that are behind other lines 
or which cross behind them. We refer to this ability to see 
through the discontinuities in a datalink instance's moving 
lines, So as to See parts of other lines behind it, as "pixel 
Sharing. 

0098. The visualization in FIG. 6 only shows four pro 
ceSSors per Waffle for purposes of Simplification. The per 
formance visualizer can be used with parallel computers 
containing a much larger numbers of nodes, Such as, for 
example, Sixteen, Sixty-four, two hundred and fifty-six, one 
thousand and twenty-four, or more nodes. The use of 2D 
arrays, or Waffles, to represent the various instances of an 
operator running on different processors make it possible to 
represent Such large numbers of processors on a Screen. For 
example, an operator running on one thousand and twenty 
four processors could be represented as a waffle with thirty 
two2 rows and columns of waffle squares. That is few 
enough rows and columns that in many views the individual 
Waffle Squares associated with each instance of an operator 
would be separately visible. 
0099. As the number of operator instances grows judging 
the data flow between parallel operators can become Some 
what akin to judging the Volume of rainfall by judging the 
size and velocity of rain drops. As will be explained below 
in greater detail, the Visualization tool comes with a 3D 
navigation tool, which enables the user to rapidly Zoom in on 
Sites of interest within the data flow graph So individual 
datalink instances can be made to Stand out even among 
many thousands of Such instances. 
0100 FIG. 7 represents a view of the main window 171 
of the performance monitor program 128, shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 7 shows the visualization 106 discussed in FIG. 6. This 
window includes a top level menu 170, which enables a user 
to access many of the performance monitors functions by 
clicking on the named items in that menu with the mouse 
pointer 172 shown in FIG. 7. 
0101 AS is explained below in more detail, the perfor 
mance monitor's user interface includes not options avail 
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able from the top level menu 170, but also options available 
from drop-down menus which can be evoked by clicking on 
individual objects in the Visualization window, Such as 
operators, communication ports, datalinks, and instances 
thereof 

0102) If the user clicks on the “Navigate' item 174 in the 
top level menu 170, the View Navigate Dialog Box 176 
shown in FIG. 8 pops up on the screen. 
0103) The longitude/latitude control 178 shown in the 
center of the dialog box enables the user to control the 
horizontal and Vertical angle of the point in 3D space from 
which a view focus point in the data flow graph is viewed in 
the performance monitor's visualization window 171. The 
View from the Selected view point is always centered on the 
View focus. The performance monitor automatically starts in 
a home view in which this view focus point is at the center 
of the graph. AS will be explained below, the user can double 
click on any object in the graph and a drop-down menu will 
appear for the object which includes the option of making 
that object the new view focus. If the user wants to return the 
focus to the center of the graph, he or she can click on the 
Home View button 180 of the View Navigate Dialog Box, 
which returns to the standard view of the data flow graph 
shown in FIG. 7. 

0104. The user can change the view point by using a 
mouse to drag a view point button 182 along the longitude/ 
latitude grid 178. If the user pushes the viewpoint slider off 
the grid to either the right or left, it automatically moves to 
the opposite side of the grid and continues its motion from 
that point, enabling the user to continuously move around a 
graph if desired. AS the user moves the View point relative 
to the focus point with the longitude/latitude control 178, the 
View in the Vizualization windows stays centered on the 
current focus point. 

0105 The radius slider 184 enables the user to change the 
distance in three dimensional Space of the visualization 
window's viewpoint from the current focus. The Zoom 
control 186 enables the user to Zoom in or out on the focus. 
Zooming does not change the perspective in the Visualiza 
tion window, only its magnification. Using the radius Slider, 
on the other hand, changes not only the relative size of 
objects but also the relative expansion or contraction and 
angular displacement due to the effects of changing perspec 
tive. 

0106 As the user moves the view slider on the longitude/ 
latitude control 178 or the Zoom and radius sliders 184 and 
186, the view in view window 171 changes simultaneously, 
giving the user accurate feedback in finding a desired 
viewpoint and magnification. One of the benefits of the 
performance monitor is that the combination of a 3D views 
and 3D navigation allows a user to Zoom in on an area of 
interest and use the effect of perspective to allocate an 
increased portion of the Screen and its pixels toward the 
object being focused on, making it easier to observe the 
performance characteristics of a individual object amount 
thousands in a graph. 
0107 The view navigate box also includes a standard 
orbit button 188 which causes the view point to rotate 
around the home View's Standard focus point in an elliptical 
orbit. This elliptical orbit is in a plain tilted relative to the 
focus, and its long axis slowly rotates around the focus over 
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Successive orbits. This provides a quick and easy way for a 
user to constantly view the Visualization graph from differ 
ent view points. The View navigate box also includes a Make 
Window button 197 which creates a separate visualization 
window for the current Zoom, focus point and viewpoint 
longitute, latitute, and. This enables a user to Save a given 
View of the graph in a separate window which can be 
referred to later. 

0108 FIG. 9 represents a hierarchical view of the View 
Menu 198 which can be accessed by clicking on the word 
“View”199 in the top level menu 170 shown in FIG. 7. In 
the view of FIG. 9 the items 200 through 213 indented one 
level are the top level items of the View Menu which the user 
will see if she or he clicks on the “View” on the top level 
menu 170. The items at each further level of indentation 
represent items of a Sub menu which are accessed by 
Selecting the item under which they are indented in this 
hierarchical representation. 
0109) If the user selects “2D Views”200 in the View 
menu 198, she or he will be presented by a 2D Views sub 
menu including of items 216 and 218. If he or she selects the 
By Instances item 216 from that Sub, the performance 
monitor will present a 2D view of the graph being shown in 
the visualization window 171, as shown in FIG. 10, in 
which the individual instances of each operator are repre 
sented. When a 2D view is shown, if the View Navigate 
Dialog Box is popped up for that View, the Longitude/ 
Latitude control is replaced with a similar Horizontal/Ver 
tical control which control the horizontal and vertical posi 
tion of the center of the view. The Zoom slider works the 
Same, but there is no radius Slider Since there is no perspec 
tive. Furthermore, their is no view focus in the 2D view. 
Also, in the 2D instance view, the vertical thickness of the 
rectangles representing the individual processors instances 
of an operator remain constant as one Zooms in on a 
particular location in the graph. 
0110. The 2D By-Instance representation, shown in FIG. 
10, is quite useful when the number of nodes being used is 
relatively small, such as 4, in the example shown in FIG. 10. 
However, if the number of processor nodes expands, 2D 
representation makes it increasingly difficult to See indi 
vidual representations of the instances of a given operator at 
one time on the Screen. It also does not allow the user the 
freedom to vary the relative size and position of object 
shown as is made possible by changing viewpoints and 
magnification in three dimensional views. 
0111. If the user selects the By Operators menu item 218 
shown in FIG. 9, the visualization window represents the 
data flow graph in a 2D representation in which all of the one 
or more instances of each operator in the graph are repre 
Sented by one composite representation, as shown in FIG. 
11. 

0112) In the 2D By-Instance representation in FIG. 10, 
data rate along datalink instances 138, are represented by the 
Same Sort of variable Speed and variable density as are the 
datalinks instances 138 shown in the visualization 106 of 
FIG. 6. In the 2D By Operators representation of FIG. 11, 
the average of the data rates along each datalink instance 
represented is represented by Such a noodle flow along each 
unparallelized datalink 138. 
0113. In the examples shown in both these figures, how 
ever, it is assumed that certain of the datalinks or datalink 
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instances, those labeled 138A, have become blocked and 
that the user has Selected to indicate Such blockagesby a 
Solid line, preferably of a bright color, to draw attention to 
the fact that Such blockages represent a problem in the 
computation of the graph. In the 2D composite view shown 
in FIG. 11, if any datalink instance represented by a com 
posite datalink representation contains a blocked flow, the 
composite datalink is highlighted by a Solid line, as is 
indicated by the datalinks 138A in FIG. 11. 
0114) If, in the View nenu shown in FIG. 9, the user 
selects “3D Views”202, a 3D Views Sub menu including the 
items 220 and 222 appears. 
0115 If the user selects the Expansion Level item 220 in 
the 3D Views sub menu, she or he is presented with the 
Expansion Level Sub menu comprised of items 228 through 
236 which provide the ability to select to display a 3D graph 
in different degrees and dimensions of expansion. 

0116. If the user selects the “By Instances” item 228 in 
the Expansion Level Sub menu, he or she will see a 3D view 
similar to that shown in FIGS. 6 and 7 in which individual 
instances of each operator are represented as a Waffle Square 
in a Waffle representing that operator in three dimensional 
Space. 

0117) If the user selects the By Operators item 230 in the 
Expansion Level Sub menu, the System will replace all the 
Waffle Squares of the Waffle representing an operator with 
one composite Square representing all instances of that 
operator, and will combine all the intances of a datalink 
between any two operators which have been collapsed in 
this manner into one composite datalink representation, 
similar to that shown in the 2D By Operator, example of 
FIG 11 

0118 FIG. 12 shows how the graph of the 3D By 
Operator visualization 106 shown in FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 
looks after each of its operators have been collapsed by 
selection of the By Operators item 230 into a single square 
and then after the user has selected, by picking the drop 
down menus associated with individual operators, to expand 
the instances of operators 132E, 132F, and 132G and 132H, 
leaving only operations 132A-D and 132I and J and data sets 
134A and 134B collapsed into single squares. In the example 
of FIG. 12, the user has selected to associate bar graphs with 
the datasets 134A and 134B. These bar graphs represent the 
amount of data read from or written to each of these data 
Sets, respectively. By collapsing the representation of all the 
instances of the various partitions of these datasets into one 
object, the user enables the bar graph associated with each 
Such data Set to represent a composite value, indicating the 
Sum of the data read or Stored over all of each data Sets 
partitions. 

0119). If the user selects the By Levels option 232 in the 
Expansion Level Submenu, all of the operator instances 
running on a particular node at a particular level in the graph 
are collapsed into a waffle Square representing that proces 
sor. This is indicated in FIG. 13, in which the entire graph 
shown in FIG. 7 has had all of the operator instances at each 
level running on a given node combined. In the view of FIG. 
13, each level is labeled to indicate the operator or dataset 
part, represented by its associated Waffle. AS can be seen, the 
Second through four levels of the graph each contain Waffles 
representing a composite of different operator instances. 
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0120) If the user selects the By Processors option 234 in 
the Expansion Level submenu, the effect will be to compress 
all of the levels shown in FIG. 13 into one waffle with each 
Square representing an individual processor node, as is 
shown in FIG. 14. In this view communication links will 
normally not be shown, but a user can Select to have bar 
graphs imposed on the Square of the Waffle representing 
information Such as total data flow usage, total data com 
munication over TCP/IP links, total disk usage, percent of 
CPU utility usage, and other statistics of interest. In FIG. 14 
bar graphs 411, 412, and 413 on each processor node's 
Waffle Square represent the percentage of the nodes CPU, 
disk, and network capacity currently being used, respec 
tively. 
0121) If the user selects the By System option 236 in the 
Expansion Level Submenu, the System produces one Square 
on which the user can Select to display composite informa 
tion for the entire System, Such as total network communi 
cation rate, total disk IO rate, average percent of CPU 
utilization, and other Such Statistics. 
0.122 AS was discussed above with regard to FIG. 12, 
when a user selects the By Operators option 230 for the an 
entire graph, he or she can then Select to View an individual 
operator in a more expanded By-Instances view. Similarly, 
when a user selects either the By Level, By Processor, or By 
System options 232,234, or 236, respectively, she or he can 
then Select to view a given operator, level, or processor at a 
more expended level. 
0123 For example, if the user selects to display labels for 
operators, each operator associated with a composite By 
Levels, By-Processor, or By-System representation will 
have its label placed next to that composite representation, 
as is shown for the case of By-Levels representations in 
FIG. 13. The user can then select an operator by selecting 
its label and then use the operator's drop-down object menu 
to Select a greater degree of expansion for it. In the case of 
the By-Processor or By System views, the labels associated 
with each Separate level of the graph are preceded by a level 
markers, and the user can Select a level by Selecting its level 
marker. 

0.124. If the user selects to expand less than all but one 
operator in a level represented in a By-Levels view, the 
remaining unselected operators will be represented by a 
composite, By-Level representation. If the user Selects one 
or more adjacent level in a By-Processor or By-System view, 
either by selecting their level markers or the labels of one or 
more operators at each Such level, the representations of 
those levels is split out from the By-Processors or By 
System view. If the Separately represented levels occur other 
than at the top or bottom of the graph, all of the unexpanded 
levels above the expanded levels will be represented by one 
composite, By-Processor or By-System, representation and 
all those below it will be represented by another such 
composite representation. This allows graphs having many 
Vertical layers to be vertically compacted, with only layers 
of current interest vertically expanded, while at the same 
time showing the data flow between such vertically 
expanded levels and the composite operator or operator 
instances above and below them. 

0.125 Returning to the top level of the View Menu, if the 
user selects the “Display Port' item 203 the individual input 
and output ports on operators or operator instances will be 
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displayed in the Visualization window and the projection of 
datalinks or datalink instances between operators or operator 
instances will be connected to their corresponding input and 
output ports or port instances. All of the input ports will be 
projected along the back edge of the operator Square, that is, 
that furthest away in the home view, and all of the output 
ports will be projected on the front edge of the operator 
Square, that located nearest in the home view. This is 
illustrated in FIG. 19. If an operator, such as the operator at 
132G shown in FIG. 19, has more than one input port or 
more than one output port, particularly when data going into 
or coming from that port is being repartition, this Display 
Ports option helps the user Separately monitor the datalinks 
connected to each Such port. 

0126. If the user selects the “Datalink Display” item 204 
under the top level Views Menu, the Datalink Display 
Dialog Box 260, represented schematically in FIG. 20, is 
displayed. When this dialog box is popped up from the View 
Menu it applies to all datalinks and datalink instances in the 
current visualization window. If, as is explained below, it is 
evoked for one or more Selected objects Such as operators, 
ports, or datalinks, or instances of them, the Selections made 
in it only apply to those Selected objects. 

0127. The Datalink Display Dialog Box includes a check 
box 261 which lets the user turn on or turn off the display of 
all datalink or datalink instances associated with the dialog 
box. This can be useful, for example, if the user wants to 
reduce the clutter of a visualizatin by first turning all 
datalinks off by using the dialog box from the View Menu 
and evoking it for an individual object to turn on than 
object's particular datalinkS. It also can be useful to turn off 
all the datalinks, as shown in FIG. 21, and then set the 
System to indicate data flow blockages by Solid lines. In 
FIG. 21 the same data flow blockage along datalinks 138A 
are shown as are shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, except that in 
FIG. 21 they are shown in a 3D By-Instances view rather 
than the 2D views shown in FIGS. 10 and 11. 

0128. The Datalink Display Dialog Box also includes a 
group of mutially exclusive radio buttons grouped in lines 
264A-G. These radio buttons enable the user to select the 
scheme by which all the individual datalinks or datalink 
intances in the visualization will be colored. The radio 
buttons online 264A let the user select to color each datalink 
or datalink instance by its associated Source operator or by 
its associated processor node. The radio buttons on line 
264B enable such coloring by destination operator or by 
destination node. The radio buttons on line 264C enable 
Such coloring as a function of flow rate along each datalink 
or datalink instance in terms of either records or bytes. The 
radio buttons on line 264D have the same effect as those in 
line 264C, except they cause coloring by the inverse of flow 
rate. The radio buttons on line 264E enable coloring as a 
function of the total number of records Sent So far on each 
datalink or datalink instance in either records or bytes. 

0129. If the user selects the radio button on line 264G the 
dialog box's associated datalink objects will be colored by 
the partitioning method used by its associated output port 
instances to allocate records between the one or more input 
port instances which receive records from that output port 
instance. The performance monitor knows each datalink 
object's partitioning method from the augmented Score 
which has been sent to it. The Color Map Dialog Box (not 
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shown), selected by button 269 in the Datalink Display 
Dialog Box, allows the user to select which colors are to be 
asSociated with which partition methods. 
0130 Finally the radio button on line 264H selects to 
color line Segments by their monitored field values, either by 
the first letter of the monitored field values, the first number 
of the monitored field value, or by a mapping of monitored 
field value onto the color scale selected in a Color Map 
Dialog Box. AS is explained below in more detail, a moni 
tored field is a named field in the records of a datalink, the 
value of which is monitored by the performance monitor and 
cooperating putRecord routines executing the graph. Line 
265 includes a button which lets the user opens the Moni 
tored Field Dialog Box, explained below with regard to 
FIG. 24. This dialog box lets the user see and set values 
relevant to the field monitoring process, including, most 
importantly, the fieldname of the field to be monitored. 
0131 Coloring by monitored field would be useful, for 
example, in a data flow graph processing records each of 
which has a lastName field. In such a graph the Monitored 
field Value by 1' letter radio button could be selected to 
color each datalink or datalink instance by the value of the 
first name in that field. In datalinkS transferring unsorted 
records this value would fluctuate frequently, but in 
datalinks carry records sorted by lastName, the value would 
progreSS along the Spectrum of colors in the Standard color 
map as the lastName values of the records in Such a datalink 
progreSS through the alphabet. 

0.132. The dialog box includes a set of mutually exclusive 
radio buttons on lines 266A-C which control the segmen 
tation of the dialog boxes associated datalink objects. If the 
user selects the radio button-266A, all of the dialog boxes 
asSociated datalink objects will be Solid lines of a color 
determined by the selected radio button in lines 264A-G. 
Such Solid Segmentation is particularly useful if the user has 
Selected a particular datalink or operator object and wishes 
to make more visible all of the datalink objects coming into 
or Out of it in the visualization. 

0133) If the user selects the Data Rate Rain radio button 
on line 266B the dialog box's associated datalink objects 
will have noodle Segementation the random density of which 
and the velocity of which down the datalink objects line in 
the visualization will be proportional either data rate in 
either records or bytes per Second, depending on which of 
the two radio buttons on that line is selected. 

0134) If the user selects the color history radio button 
266C, the dialog box's associated datalink objects will be 
portrayed as a color histogram. Each Such color histogram 
represents the value of the color function Selected in lines 
264C-G of the dialog box in each of a succession of time 
periods by a corresponding Succession of Segments along the 
each Such datalink object's line in the Visualization. Each 
Such Segment has a color determined by Selected color 
function at the time represented the segment. When Color 
History is selected by check box 266, coloring by source or 
destination options on lines 264A and 264B is not allowed, 
Since Such coloring does not change over time, and, thus, is 
inappropriate for use in a histogram. 

0135 When the user selects the Color History option, 
control 267A-D become active. Radio button 267A-B let the 
user Select the length of time which is portrayed along each 
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datalink or datalink instance line. The radio button 267A lets 
the user Select to represent the entire time, So far, of the 
execution of the graph along each Such line. 
0136. This is represented in FIG. 15 in which the user is 
graphing the history of the flow rate on each datalink 
instance over the entire history of the execution of a graph. 
This entire history is projected along the length of the line 
representing each Such datalink instance in the visualization. 
In this graph Zero record flow-is indicated by no color at all. 
The early history of each datalink line is represented by 
color Segments near the consuming operator, and the latest 
time in the execution of the graph is represented by color 
Segments near the operator producing the datalink. In the 
representation shown in FIG. 15 it is assumed that the data 
rates of the datalinkS leaving the instances of operator 132A 
and entering instances of operator 132B start almost as Soon 
as the graph execution begins. AS the records pass through 
each lower level there is Some delay added and Some 
Spreading out of the duration over which the data flows. In 
this graph, unlike most of the others in this specification, 
account is taken of the fact that the operator 132H is a sort 
operator, each instance of which must receive all of the 
records it is to receive before it can reliably sort the that op 
which must receive and all of the records most of the data 
flow histories. Thus, the execution history shown in FIG. 15, 
reveals that no records flow out of any of the inistances of 
this Sort operator until fairly near the end of the execution of 
the graph, well after the time in which all of its input records 
have been received. 

0137 In FIG. 15 the color History feature is shown used 
in a 2D By-Instances visualization, but it should be under 
stood that the feature can also be used in 2D By Operator, 
3D By-Instances, and 3D By Operator visualizations. 
0.138 If the user selects Color History, he or she can use 
edit box 267C to select the frequency at which different 
color Segments are to be calculated along each datalink, and 
checkbox 267D to have a time scale shown between each 
level of the Visualization graph to enable the user to more 
easily determing the timing of various color values shown 
along the graph. 
013:9) The Color Map Button 268 of the Datalink Display 
Dialog Box causes a Color Map Dialog Box to pop up which 
enables the user to customize the mapping of a color or 
grayScale spectrum onto the range of values currently being 
represented by color, if Such mapping is desired in other than 
a Standard manner. The user can also elect to pop up the 
window and Select a keep-up option it has So as to enable 
him or her to be reminded of which colors correspond to 
which values. If the user had Selected Source node or 
destination operator or node coloring, the Color Map Dialog 
Box enables the user to select which colors are to be 
asSociated with which operators or which processors. 
0140 Finally, the Datalink Display Dialog Box 260 con 
tains A Flow Rate Time Frame set of radio buttons 269 
which enables the user to select the length of time over 
which the data rate associated with the display of datalinkS 
is to be averaged The next item at the top level of the view 
menu of FIG. 9 is the “Labels' item 205. If Selected the 
Labels submenu is displayed, which includes items 268, 
270, and 272. These enable the user to select whether she or 
he wants no labels, as shown in FIG.7; only operator names, 
as shown in FIG. 21; or block diagram labels, as shown in 
FIGS. 10, 12, 13, 17, and 19, associated with each operator. 
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0.141. If the user selects the Block Diagram option, the 
system will insert block diagram labels 700, shown in FIG. 
12, which not only contain the name of the operator obtained 
from the augmented Score Sent to the performance monitor, 
but also a block diagram of the operator which displays its 
one or more input and output ports at the top and bottom, 
respectively, of that block. Operators which have been 
automatically inserted into the user defined graph by the data 
flow graph by the Check Graph Step 156 in FIG. 5, have 
Such block diagrams shown in dashed lines, as is indicated 
by numerals 700A in FIGS. 12 for the automatically inserted 
operators 132B, 132E, and 132F. The block diagram labels 
700B of operators corresponding to a sub-graph which has 
been inserted in the graph to replace a user Selected com 
posite operator are shown in a dashed box 701. The dashed 
box representing the Sub-graph is labeled with a block 
diagram 700C which identifies the name of the composite 
operate to which the Sub-graph corresponds. 
0142. If the Bar Graphs item 207 at the top level of the 
View Menu is selected, a Bar Graph Dialog Box 238 shown 
in FIG. 16 is displayed. Like the Datalink Display Dialog 
Box, when the Bar Graph Dialog Box is called from the 
View Menu it acts as if all the objects in the current 
visualization window are selected, but when it is called for 
a Sub-set or one or more objects in the graph it only applies 
to those objects. 
0143 Checkboxes 240, 241, and 243 respectively let the 
user Select to place bar graphs on all persistent data Stets, all 
buffer operators and/or all operators in the current visual 
ization window. If instances of operators are shown, separate 
bar graph will be placed on each. If operators are collapsed 
at a level the bar graphs of the operators collapsed onto one 
waffle will be combined. Similarly if levels or processors are 
collapsed, So will the corresponding bar graphs. 
0144. If the user selects on of the radio buttons on line 
244 in the dialog box he will select to bar graph data flow 
rates in either bytes per Second or records per Second. If he 
makes on of those Selections, the one or both of the check 
box under that line must be selected to indicate whether Such 
data rate bar graphs are to be made for inputs, outputs, or 
both. The set of radio buttons and check boxes associated 
with line 245 allows the user to make a similar set of 
Selections if he desires to bar graph the total flow to date on 
the Selected operator or data Set, except the that check box 
on line 245A allows the user to chose to display the total 
flow of records or bytes from an input data Set compared to 
the total number of records or bytes in that data set. 
0145 This is illustrated in FIGS. 12, 17, and 18 in which 
the bar graphs shown on the input data Set 134A represent 
the total number of records in that data set or its individual 
partions with height of the bar graph. These bar graphs 
represent the total number of records read to date in the dark 
portion 710 at the bottom of each bar graph, and the total 
number of unread records in the light portion 712 at the top 
of each bar graph. This enables a user to see how large the 
input data Set or its individual partitions are, and to see what 
percent of its records remains to be processed. 
0146 The controls on lines 246,248,250, and 251 enable 
the user to select if he wants to bar graph disk I/O, Network 
I/O, disk Storage, and/or CPU usage for the Selected objects. 
The radio buttons on lines 246 and 248 enable the user to 
Select to graph disk I/O, network I/O, and disk Storage either 
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in bytes or records. If the user Selects a control on any of the 
lines 246, 248, 250, and 251 the radio buttons on the line 
below it become active and the user can Select whether to 
have the associated bar graph represent merely the Selected 
preformance by its Self, as a percent of the maximum Such 
performance allowed on the object's associated hardware, or 
compared to the remaining capacity for that performance 
characteristic on that associated hardware. 

0147 In the example of FIG. 17, for example, it is 
assumed the user has selected for the buffer operators 132E 
and 132F of that figure to graph disk Storage by Selecting the 
check box on line 250 of FIG. 16 and then the “compared 
to remaining radio button under that line. The resulting bar 
graph indicate the number of bytes Stored by each instance 
of each such buffer operator in the dark portion 714 of each 
Such bar graph and the remaining disk Storage capacity on 
each instance's node in the light portion 716 at the top of 
each Such bar graph. 
0.148. The remaining capacity portion 716 of each graph 
makes it easy to compare the total performance consumed 
by an operator instance with the remaining capacity of that 
type available on the current node. It should be appreciated, 
however, that the remaining Storage capacity portion 716 for 
the instance of a given operator on a particular node is 
shared by the instances of all other operators on that node. 
0149 The radio buttons under line 252 allow the user to 
Select whether the bar graphs are to be perpendicular to the 
selected objects, as is shown in FIGS. 12 and 17, or one the 
surface of the selected objects, as is shown in FIG. 14. 
0150 FIG. 12 show visualization in which the data set 
Waffles have been collapsed into one Square and a bar graph 
of percent of disk Storage associated with each operator has 
been selected for all data sets by checkboxes 240 and 250. 
FIG. 17 shows 3D By-Instances visualization in which bar 
graphs have also been Selected to show disk Storage of the 
buffer operators with checkbox 241. FIG. 18 shows the 
same visualization as in FIG. 17 in which the user has 
Selected to collapse the level containing the operators 132E 
and 132F in FIG. 17 into one waffle so the total disk storage 
used by both buffer operators on each node is shown. 
0151. Selection of the “Number Processors” item 206 in 
the top level of the Views Menu of FIG. 9, if selected will 
cause numerical labels to be placed on individual operators, 
as is shown in FIG. 19. 

0152 Selection of the “Get & Put Hangs” item 210 in the 
View Menu shown in FIG. 9 causes the Get And Put Hangs 
Dialog Box 266 shown in FIG. 23 to be displayed. 
0153 Checkbox 268 of this dialog box allows the user to 
indicate whether or not he or she wants to monitor get and 
put hang. By “get and put hangs', we refer to States when the 
processing of an operator instance has been Stopped for an 
unusually long time pending the return of a call to a 
getRecord function 148 or a putRecord function 152. 
Although brief delays in the return of these functions are 
common, long delays, except when they occur at the lower 
levels of a data flow graph during the early phases of 
execution, often represent undesirable data flow blockages 
that will propagate through a data flow graph. Thus it is 
important to keep track of Such hangs. 
0154) The edit box 270 enables a user to indicate how 
long a period after a call has been pending should elapse 
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before the System indicates the delayed return as a hang. 
Checkboxes 274, 276, and 278 enable the user to select 
whether to highlight the port which is hung by an individual 
failure of a getRecord or putRecord to return, the operator 
instance which will be hung by the failure of the call to 
return, and/or all datalink instances connected to that opera 
tor instance which will be hung by any Such failure to return. 
The checkbox 279 instructs the visualization window not to 
highlight any getRecord or putRecord hang from any port 
which has not yet handled its first record, So as to avoid 
treating the getRecord and putRecord hangs which normally 
result at the lower part of a data graph before they receive 
there first record from being indicated as possible blockages. 
0155 The controls 280 and 282 each include a grid of 
different colored push buttons and enable the user to select 
how to Separately Select the color used to highlighting 
getRecord and putRecord hangs. The checkbox 284 deter 
mines whether or not a time label is to be placed in the 
Visualization window next to each indicated getRecord or 
putRecord hang. Such time records can be useful Since Such 
hangs tend to propagate throughout a data flow graph and 
thus finding the earliest time in a chain of Such propagated 
hangs helps quickly focus attention on the portion of the 
graph which started the chain reaction of blockages. 
0156 FIG. 22 provides an example of how get and put 
hang tracking would be useful to a users. In the example 
shown there it is assumed that the fourth instance of operator 
132E has hung on other than and getRecord or putRecord 
call. As a result is Supplies no more input to port 140A in the 
fourth instance of operator 132G, causing that port instance, 
and its entire operator instance to be hung, as is indicated by 
the coloring of the entire instance and the even more intense 
coloring it its particular port which was hung. The hanging 
of the fourth instance operator 132G causes the next call to 
putRecord from the output port 142 of the fourth instance of 
operator 132F to hang. This hangs the entire fourth instance 
of operator 132F. This, in turn, causes the next call to 
putRecord in port 142C of the fourth instance of operator 
132D to hang, and so on up the right branch of the data flow 
graph. 
O157 Similarly the mysterious hang of operator 132E 
cause the next call to putRecord in the fourth instance of 
operator 132C to hang, hanging its entire operator instance, 
and this hang will propagate the the operator above it the 
next time that its ouput port calls a putRecords which fills a 
record block destined for the fourth instance of Operator 
132C. The indications of which operator and port instances 
are hung in FIG.22 provides a clear indication to a user that 
Something might be wrong with the fourth instance of 
operator 132E. The user can then double click on that 
operator instance's associated waffle Square in the Visual 
ization window and use the resulting drop-down menue to 
evoke a debugger for that instance. The debugger can then 
be used to what the problem is with that operator instance. 
0158 If the user selects the “EOF display” item 211, at 
the top level of the View Menu of FIG. 9, an EOF Display 
Dialog Box 290 shown in FIG. 27 pops up. 
0159) Check box 292 of this dialog box lets users select 
to have individual input or output ports, which have either 
received or Sent a block of data containing an EOF marked. 
An “EOF is an “end of file' marker, indicating that there 
are no more records in the datalink instance Sending a 
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blockSent message containing Such an EOF. In the case of 
an input put, the EOF marking will not be displayed for a 
given port unless it has received an EOF from all of the 
connections Supplied to it. 
0.160) Selecting the checkbox 294 will cause an operator 
or operator instance to be highlighted if it is passed all 
records in the data flow graph which are to pass through it. 
This is indicated if it has received EOF's on all of the 
connections to all of its input ports, and it has processed all 
of the records, which it has received, and, thus, has sent 
EOF's out through all of its output ports. Selecting the 
checkbox 296 causes all datalink instances through which an 
EOF has passed to be highlighted in the visualization 
window. 

0161 The color button grid 298 lets the user select the 
color to be used to highlight objects which have received 
EOFs. The checkbox 300 enables the user to instruct the 
Visualization window to display the time associated with the 
EOF marking associated with an individual port, operator, or 
datalink instance. 

0162 FIG. 19 illustrates EOF marketing in a situation 
where it is assumed the checkboxes 292 and 294, but not 
checkbox 296, of FIG. 27 have been selected. In this 
example it is assumed that the operator instances shown in 
grey are fully EOFed, that is they have received end of file 
messages in all connections to all of their input ports, they 
have finished processing all records Sent to them, and they 
have Sent EOF messages on all datalinks to their output 
ports. It is also assumed that the individual ports 140C and 
140B are marked as EOFed because as can be seen, the 
operator instances which feed them have been EOFed. The 
operator instances corresponding to each of these two ports, 
however, are not EOFed, because as is shown in the figure, 
the other input port of each of those operators is still 
receiving data. 

0163. In the example of FIG. 22 the second incidence of 
operator 132F is highlighted to indicate that that record is 
EOFed. The combination of different marking of data flow 
Stoppages resulting from EOFS and Stoppages due to get and 
put hangs shown in FIG. 22 is useful for enabling a user to 
quickly determine whether a flow Stoppage is normal or not. 

0164. The Monitored field option 212 in the top level of 
the Views Menu causes the Monitored field Dialog Box 374 
shown in FIG. 24 to be displayed. When called from. within 
the View Menu of FIG. 9, this dialog box field monitoring 
acts as if all of the current graph's datalink instances are 
Selected and its Settings apply to the entire graph. When 
called from an drop-down menu associated with one or more 
Selected objects it only applies to the datalink instances 
asSociated with the currently Selected objects. 

0.165. The Monitored field Dialog Box contains a check 
box 375 which enables the user to turn field monitoring on 
or off. It also includes a drop down edit list box 376 which 
alphabetically lists, and enables the user to Select, any field 
name contained in the records of any datalink Selected for 
purposes of dialog box. This list is determined by the 
performance monitor from the combination of data sets, 
input and output port, and adapter Schemas contained in the 
current graph’s Score. The dialolg box also includes drop 
down list box 376 which alphabetically lists the combina 
tions of operators and port number of all input and output 
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ports which receive or Send records having the field name 
value currently listed in the field name list box 376. 
0166 The Monitoring Frequency group of controls 378 
includes two mutually exclusive radio button 380 and 382, 
which enable the user to specified the frequency at which 
blockSends messages for datalink instances on which the 
field monitoring is to take place Send field monitoring 
information. This enables to use to control the relative cost 
of field monitoring. 

0167 Checkbox 384 enables the user to indicate whether 
he or she wants a Monitored Field Window 386, as shown 
in FIG. 25, to be displayed for each of datalink instances to 
which the dialog box applies. The Monitored Field Window 
is a re-sizable, movable window which includes the name of 
the monitored field and its most recent value. AS indicated 
in FIG. 25, the monitored field window 388 includes a find 
button 388 in its title bar. If this botton is toggled to an on 
position, it causes an arrow 390 to be drawn between the 
Monitored Field Window and the datalink instance, which it 
monitors. This enables a user to position a plurality of 
monitored field windows in the view window and be quickly 
reminded which windows are associated with which 
datalinks. The Monitored Window Dialog box contains a 
checkbox 385 which causes all the Monitored Window 
Windows displayed for the dialog box's associated datalink 
intances to have their Find button on. This can be very useful 
if a stack of monitored field windows have been created for 
a plurality of connections, Since it enables one to Zoom in on 
a given datalink instance, click on its associated arrow 390 
to cause the appropriate monitored field window to be 
Selected and made Visible. 

0168 The Monitored Field Dialog Box in FIG. 24 also 
included a Trace By Desired Values checkbox 392. If 
checked, it will enable indications to be presented of 
whether the value of the named field identified in the box 
376 has one of up to two values specified in the 1st Desired 
Value and 2nd Desired Value edit box 394 and 396. The 
radio buttons 398 and 400 under each desired value edit box 
indicate whether the that edit boxes desired value is con 
sidered to include all values which start with the numbers or 
letters in that edit box or only values which exactly match 
the numbers or letters in that box. 

0169. The Message First Occurrence check box 402, if 
checked, causes the System to pop up a message window 
with an arrow pointing to a particular datalink instance if 
that checkbox's associated desired value has been observed 
by the field monitoring within the named field identified in 
the edit box 376. 

0170 Selecting one of the radio buttons 404 and 406 
under a given desired value cause the Visualization window 
to display either a ball or a triangle, respectively, when the 
asSociated desired value is observed in the named field on 
one of the datalink instances to which the current display of 
the Monitored Field Dialog Box applies. 
0171 Such a display of balls and triangles is indicated in 
FIG. 26. This window shows 2D By-Instances visualization 
of the same graph shown in FIG. 10, except that in FIG. 26 
the user has Zoomed in on operators 132E through 132H. In 
the example of FIG. 26 it is assumed that the users has set 
the Field Name check box 376 shown in FIG. 24 lastName, 
a field the records passing through the all operators of FIG. 
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26, that the user has selected the Traced By Desired Value 
checkbox 392, has set the 1st Desired Value is the letter “A”, 
and for that desired value has selected the Initial letters 
check box 398 and the Triangle's radio button 406. Similarly 
it is assumed that the user has set the 2nd Desired Value to 
the letter T, and for that value has selected the initial letters 
radio button 398 and the balls radio button 404. 

0172 In the figure it is also assumed the user has selected 
all the data instances going operators 132E and 132F to 
operator 132G, from operator 132G to operator 132H, and 
from operator 132H to 132I (not shown in the figure). In this 
case, When records flow through these datalink when 
instances lastNames field values starting with either A or T 
are detected they are indicated in the visualization window 
by the presence of balls 405 or triangles 407, respectively. 
As can be seen in the example of FIG. 26, datalink instances 
being Supplied to the inputs of the operator 132G contain 
lastName fields starting withstarting with both the letter “A” 
and “T”. The outputs of instances of operator 132G, how 
ever, partition the records they Supply to instances of opera 
tor 132H so as to send records starting with last names from 
different parts of the alphabet to different instances of the 
operator 132H. This is indicated by the fact that all of the 
triangles 407 are sent from each of the four instances of the 
operator 132G to only the first instance of the operator 132H 
and all of the balls 405 are sent to the fourth instance of the 
operator 132H. Thus it can be seen that the trace facility 
provides an easy mechanism to enable a user to see if the 
System is properly Sorting records into Separate data Streams 
based on a given field value as may be desired. 
0173 The Saved Visualization manager 213 in the top 
level of the Views Menu of FIG. 9 causes a Save Vizual 
ization Manager Dialog Box to pop up. This dialog box is 
not shown, but it enables the user to Save the current Set view 
Settings in current visualization window under a user 
Selected name, or to Select Such a set of Settings which have 
been previously saved from a list box. This enables a user to 
Save complex Sets of Visualization Setting which he finds 
useful for future use. 

0174 Returning to the top level menu 170 shown in FIG. 
7, if the user selects the DataCollection item the data 
collection menu 3.04 shown in FIG. 28 drops down. This 
menu lets the user control Settings which record the most 
important types of information the System monitors or 
records. 

0175. The top level of this menu includes a “Record 
Performance” option 306 which allows a user to select a sub 
menu comprised of items 312 through 318. Item 312 lets the 
user turn on or off the recording of performance messages, 
Such as blockSent messages, Sent to the performance moni 
torto file. Such recording enables the playback of the current 
execution of a data flow graph at a latter time, either during 
a later portion of the current execution of the graph, or after 
the execution of the graph is complete. The options 314,316, 
and 318 let the user select the frequency at which the state 
of the execution of the graph is recorded. The custom 
Settings option 318 displays a dialog box which lets the user 
enter a specific recording frequency and Select whether or 
not, and at what frequency to record monitored field records. 
0176) The Monitor Performance item 308 at the top level 
of the DataCollection menu, if Selected, causes a similar Sub 
menu of options 320 through 326 to appear. These control 
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whether or not, and at what frequency. Selecting item 320 
not only instructs the the player processes 132', shown in 
FIG. 5, which execute individual operator instances in the 
parallel graph are instructed to send UDP blockSent mes 
Sages to the performance monitor. The Selection of option 
320 turns off the sending of all UDP messages related to 
performance, including messages other than blockSent mes 
Sages, Such as the getBlockPending and putBlockPending 
messages used to monitor get and put call hangs. The 
Selection of lowerer monitoring frequencies with menu 
items 322, 324, and 326, enable the user to select a desired 
tradeoff between the currency of the visualized information 
and the amount of computational overhead it places on the 
player processes which are executing the graph. 
0177 Selection of the DisplayTime option in the top level 
menu 170 shown in FIG. 7 evokes the DisplayTime menu 
330 shown in FIG. 29. This menu includes a Real Time 
option 332 and a Replay option 334. If the user selects the 
real time option, the corresponding Visualization window 
displays information from the current execution of the 
graph. If the user selects the Replay option 334, the Replay 
Dialog Box 336 shown in FIG. 30 pops up. This dialog box 
includes a time slider control 338, which slides along a time 
line representing the total length of time for which infor 
mation has been recorded for the execution of the graph of 
the current visualization window, marked with days, hours, 
and minutes, and with any gaps in Such recording time 
indicated. The time Slider control lets the user Select any 
time in that recorded history for playback. The replay Speed 
slider 340 lets the user select the replay rate in multiples of 
real time playback Speeds, including negative, or reverse, 
playback Speeds. It should be appreciated that the replay 
dialog box can be used not only to go back in time relative 
to a graph currently being executed but also to play back the 
previous execution of the graph, which can be accessed 
under the files menu 342 in the top level of the menu 170 
shown in FIG. 7. 

0.178 The performance monitor's replay function replays 
a file or Set of files containing the all the information 
necessary to Successively update a visualized graph’s graph 
State data Structure as does the receipt of performance 
messages in real time. Thus, when replaying a graph's 
execution the user has the same freedom to use the View 
Menu and the View Navigate Dialog Box to vary the 
Visualization of a graph that she or he has during real time 
Visualization. During replay the user is free to change Such 
items as view point, Zoom, View focus, datalink display 
color, EOF display, get and put record hand display, and 
whether the display is 2D or 3D and by operators, instances, 
processors, or the entire System, provided the information 
required to Support Such functions was recorded during the 
original execution of the graph. 
0179 FIGS. 31 through 36 represent the object menus 
which the user can obtain either by double clicking on an 
object in the Visualization window or by pressing the right 
mouse button when one or more Such objects have been 
Selected by Single clicking on them. These menus all enable 
the user to perform functions on the currently Selected object 
or objects in the graph. 
0180 All of the object menus include at least the follow 
ing options: Make Focus and Navigate item 354, Collapse 
Instances 356, Object Overview 358, Performance Over 
view 360, Datalink Display 362, and Monitored field 370. 
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0181. The Make Focus And Navigate item 354 in each 
object menu makes the Selected item associated with the 
object menu the current view focus and popS up the View 
Navigation Menu Dialog described above with regard to 
FIG.8. This menu item is only available when only one item 
is currently Selected. When a user Selects an object by 
mouse, the point made the view focus is the actual location 
on the Selected object which the mouse pointed to at the time 
the Selection took place. This allows the user to make a 
desired point on an object the view focus. 
0182. The Collapse Instances item 356, in each object 
menu is checked if instances of the current object or objects 
are already collapsed. In that case, Selecting it uncollapses 
them. If the menu items is not checked when the object menu 
is displayed, the Selected object is not currently collapsed 
and Selecting it will cause the various instances of the 
Selected object or objects to be collapsed. Expanding or 
collapsing a datalink, an object, or a communication port 
causes all objects, communication ports, or instances 
directly connected to it to also be expanded or collapsed. 
0183 An example of the use of the Collapse Instances 
option is shown with regard to FIG. 12, where it is assumed 
the user has selected to 3D By Operator option 230 in the 3D 
Views Expansion Level Sub menu of the Views Menu of 
FIG. 9, and then has selected Collapes Instances option 356 
from an object menu with operators 132E, 132F, 132G, and 
132H selected to expand the view of those particular opera 
tors to show instances. 

0184] Selecting the Object Overview item 358 in each 
object menu popS up a window containing information 
derived from the class definitions of the selected object and 
certain objects directly connected to it in the data flow graph. 
For example, Selecting this item for an operator object 
causes a window to be displayed which describes the 
number of input and output ports for the operator, the data 
Schemas for each Such port, a window displaying the Source 
of its runLocally code, and any adapter objects connected to 
it which convert the name or type of specific fields feed to 
or received from the objects input or outport ports. For an 
operator instance, the same information is Supplied plus an 
identification of the processor on which the operator 
instance is running. For a datalink the object the Overview 
window displays information Such as the Schema of the data 
records passing through it plus the Schema of the adaptors 
and commucation ports connected at either end of the data 
link. For a datalink instance, the same information is pro 
Vided plus the numbers of the processor of its Source and 
destination communication ports. 
0185. Selecting the Performance Overview item 360 in 
each object menu causes a Performance Overview window 
364 to be displayed containing performance information 
appropriate to the Selected operator, port, datalink, or 
Selected instance thereof. 

0186 The performance overview window shown in FIG. 
37 is one evoked for an operator instance. It displayS 
Summary information, if available, for the operator class, the 
number of the individual node the processor is running on, 
the percent of the node's CPU time the operator is using and 
information on each of the operator's ports, Such as the 
partition method used for its datalink instances, its current 
data rate with the period over which that rate is averaged, 
and the total number of records it has passed so far. In FIG. 
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37 it is assumed that this operator instance has been evoked 
for the fourth instance of the operator 132E, which is the 
operator instance presumed to have been hung in the dis 
cussion of FIG.22. This is indicated by the fact that the data 
rate for both the operator instance's input and output ports 
S. Z.CO. 

0187. The ability to click on objects in a visualization of 
the performance of a parallel graph and obtain detailed 
performance numbers and other information on those 
objects is an important aspect of the invention. The graphic 
Visualization provides an intuitive representation of the 
performance and functional relationships of objects in the 
graph, making it easy for a user to quickly Select and rapidly 
access the objects about which he or She wants Such addi 
tional information. The ability provided by the invention to 
rapidly collapse and un-collapse operator instances, opera 
tors at levels, levels in the graph, and processor nodes, 
makes it easy for the user to Selectively obtain not only 
detailed performance information on individual objects, but 
also combined performance information about relevant 
groupings of Such objects. 
0188 Selecting Datalink Display 362 in each object 
menu causes the display of the Datalink Display Dialog Box 
260 described above with regard to FIG. 20. When this 
dialog box is evoked for one or more Selected objects, the 
Selections made in it are only applicable to the Selected 
datalinks or the datalinks connected to the Selected objects. 
This is beneficial because the Datalink Display Dialog Box 
can be evoked from the View Menu of FIG. 9 to apply a 
given display Selection to all datalinks and then can be 
evoked for a Subset of one or more datalinks through use of 
the object menus to select different options for that subset. 
For example, one could use the Datalink Display Dialog Box 
evoked from the View Menu to turn off the display of all 
datalinks with the checks box 262 shown in FIG. 20 and 
then Select to turn on the display of all datalinks connected 
to a particular operator port instance, So as to enable a user 
to have a clearer view on those particular datalinkS. 
0189 Selecting the Monitored field option 370 in an 
object menu evokes the Monitored field Dialog Box 374 of 
FIG. 24, described above. This enables the use to select or 
modify the field monitoring function for the datalinks asso 
ciated with the Selected object or objects. 
0190. The object menus for operators, ports, operator 
instances, and operator port instances shown in FIGS. 31 
through 34 include a Bar Graph item 368 which enables the 
user to evoke the Bar Graph Display Dialog Box described 
above with regard to FIG. 16. This enables the use to 
Separately Select bar graphing options for the currently 
Selected objects. 
0191). The operator object menu of FIG. 31 further 
includes a Collapse Operators At Level option 355. When 
this option is Selected all operators at the current level will 
be collapsed into one waffle. If the level is already collapsed 
Selecting this item will uncollapse the level, Separating out 
its individual operators. For example, if the View is as shown 
in FIG. 17 and the user selects one of the two buffer 
operators, 132E or 132F and then selects the Collapsed 
Operators. At Level option both operators at that level will be 
collapsed into one waffle representation as indicated in FIG. 
18. This can be particularly useful if the user wants to 
combine Statistics relative to a given proceSS, Such as to 
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combine the bar charts for disk usage per node for each of 
the two buffer operators into one representation indicating 
the total disk usage by the both buffer operator on each node, 
as shown in FIG. 18, or to combines performance numbers 
in a Performance Overview window similar to that shown in 
FIG. 37. 

0192 FIGS. 38 and 39 show actual screen shots of the 
visualizations of the parallel execution of a graph 131D 
made with one current embodiment of the invention. In this 
Visualization each Waffle represents 16 processors, and the 
noodles of each datalink instance are colored by the color 
asSociated with its Source processor node. These different 
colors are indicated by different degrees of lightness in this 
black and white rendition of the color Screen shot. The 
comparison between FIGS. 38 and 39 shows how naviga 
tion navigation in 3D space allows the user to see different 
Views of the graph. 
0193 FIGS. 40-51 provide highly simplified pseudo code 
descriptions of Steps of the player processes 132' shown in 
FIG. 5, and the performance monitor program 128 shown 
schematically in FIG. 1 which are relevant to the under 
Standing of the present invention. 
0194 FIG. 40 is a highly simplified representation of the 
Steps which are performed by a player process 132', shown 
in FIG. 5, each time its runLocally programming calls the 
putRecord function 152, shown schematically in FIG. 4, of 
one of its output ports to output a data record. 
0.195 The first step of this process, step 420, selectively 
places the record with which putRecord has been called into 
a buffer block addressed to one of the one or more instances 
of the output ports associated consuming input port. This 
Selection is based on the data partitioning Scheme control 
ling the output of the putRecord's port. If the partioning 
Scheme Supplies all output from the given output port 
instance to the consuming input port instance on the same 
processor, then all output records will be address to only one 
input port instance. This scheme is represented in FIG. 6, for 
example between the instances of operator 132H and 132I. 
If for example, the partitioning Scheme partitions that data 
based on the value of a given field, as is the case between 
operator 132G and 132H in FIG. 6, then the current record 
with which putRecord has been called will be allocated to 
the record block associated with one of a plurality of input 
port instances based on the value of that field. 
0196) Next Step 422 checks to see if the putRecord's 
current record fills the buffer block to which it has been 
assigned, meaning the block is ready to be sent, and, if So, 
it causes steps 424-432 to be performed. Step 424 tests to see 
if getAndPutMonitoringsOn has been set by this user in 
checkbox 268 in the Get & Put Hangs Dialog Box of FIG. 
23. If So, it sends the performance monitor a timed-Stamped 
putBlockPending UDP message, identifying the 
SourceNode, sourceProcessOnNode, and source Output On 
Process of the block about to be sent. This message is sent 
over the high speed network 118 shown in FIG. 1 to the 
performance monitor. Step 424 of FIG. 40 aids in the 
tracking of hung putRecord calls by informing the perfor 
mance monitor that Such a call is to about to be made. AS is 
explained below, if the monitor does not get confirmation 
that a block Subsequently sent or received by the operator 
within normalBlockPendingTime, it treats the port as hung 
on a putRecord call. 
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0197). After step 424, step 425 tests if the output port for 
which the putRecord routine 152 has been called is con 
nected to Supply output to a data Set. If So, it writes the block 
to that data Set. If the data Set is a file persistent data Set, it 
writes data to the file. If the data set is a parallel RDBMS it 
writes the block to the data base. If, on the other hand, the 
putRecords output is not connected to the input port of 
another operator, Step 426 Sends the current block of records 
to the block's corresponding instance of that input port over 
a TCP/IP connection 167 of the type shown in FIG. 5. 
0198 In the preferred embodiment, blocks containing 
records of the data flow graph are sent using TCP/IP because 
of its high reliability. The messages Sent to the performance 
monitor, however, use UDP, which is a less computationally 
expensive, but leSS reliable communications protocol. The 
lower reliability of the UDP protocol means that some of the 
messages to the performance monitor are likely to get lost in 
a complex graph execution, but usually the effect of missing 
a few messages upon the monitors performance is negli 
gible. This is because even if a message is lost, Successive 
messages from the same port will normally quickly make up 
for any information lost with that message. 
0199 After the current block of records has actually been 
sent, step 423 calls the buildAndSend BlockSentMsg routine 
429 shown in FIG. 41 for the current port and the block of 
records just sent. Note that step 423 calls buildAndSend 
BlockSentMsg in association with the outputing of records 
to both operators and persistent data Sets. This is important 
because it lets the performance of output to data Sets, as well 
as output to other operators, be represented by the perfor 
mance monitor. 

0200. The BuildAndSend BlockSentMsg routine starts in 
step 427 by testing if the block of records for which it was 
called contained an end of field indication or if the length of 
time Since a block Sent message has been Sent for the 
datalink instance on which the block was just Sent exceeds 
the blockSentInterval set by the user in the monitor perfor 
mance Submenu shown in FIG. 28. 

0201 If either of these two conditions is true, Step 428 
Starts to prepare a blockSent UDP message for transmission 
to the performance monitor. This includes filling in the 
following fields for the message: SourceNode, SourcePro 
cessOnNode, source0utputOnProcess, destinationNode, 
destinationProcessOnNode, destination InputOnProcess, 
numberOfkecordsSoFar, numberOfBytesSoFar, timeSent, 
and isEOFInRecord. 

0202) Next Step 430 tests to see if fieldMonitoringIsOn, 
as it would be if the user has selected the Field Monitoring 
On checkbox 375 in FIG. 24. If so, it causes Steps 432 
through 438 to be performed. 

0203 Step 432 checks a monitored FieldTable which con 
tains a table indicating by SourceOutputOnProcess, destina 
tionNode, destinationProcessOnNode, destinationInput On 
Process all of the record fields which are to be monitored. 
Entries in this table is sent by the performance monitor over 
the more Secure TCP/IP control network links 163 and 165 
shown in FIG. 5 to each player process 132 shown in FIG. 
5 connected to a datalink instance with a monitored data 
field to which the entry is relevant. Because both the names 
and positions of fields containing certain information can 
change as records flow through operators of a graph, the 
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performance monitor uses the Schemas for the data sets, 
operators and adapters of the graph contained in the aug 
mented score sent to it in step 160 of FIG. 5 to calculate the 
corresponding field name and field position for a given 
monitored field in each datalink in which it occurs. It then 
Sends each player proceSS outputing a monitored field a 
monitored FieldTable entries representing the field name and 
position of the monitored field in the records output by that 
player process. 

0204 If the current record block's source and destination 
node, process, and port match that of any entry in the 
monitored FieldTable, the system knows the current block 
has a field which is being monitored. If so, step 434, tests to 
See if the time Since the last time a field monitoring message 
for the field has been sent, as recorded in the matching 
monitored FieldTable entry, is greater than the desiredSend 
Interval value set by edit box 381 in FIG. 24, which is also 
stored in the monitoredFieldTable. If so, it is time to send a 
monitored field message for the block. In this case step 434 
places a monitorField Header in the blockSent message 
being constructed, So the performance monitor will know 
monitored field data follows. 

0205 Next the step inserts into the blockSent message 
the number of fields which have values matching the 1 
Desired Value and the 2" Desired value defined in edit 
boxes 394 and 396 of FIG. 24, respectively. Then it places 
the value of the monitored field from the last record in 
current block into the blockSent message. It has the infor 
mation necessary to extract this value because the matching 
monitored FieldTable entry provides the length of the records 
in the block, the offset of the monitored field in each record, 
and the length of the monitored field. 

0206. Once the steps, if any relating to field monitoring 
have been completed, Step 450 tests to see if recordMoni 
toringsOn, and if so it causes step 452-456 to be performed. 
AS described above, record monitoring is Similar to field 
monitoring, except that it causes the whole value of the last 
record from a record monitored datalink instance to be sent 
to the performance monitor from time to time. The perfor 
mance monitor can display this record in a Scrollable win 
dow in the visualizer Screen or can Store it in the perfor 
mance history being recorded for the execution of the graph. 

0207. If the user has set recordMonitoringsOn in the 
Record Monitoring Dialog Box (not shown), step 452 
checks to see if there is an entry in monitoredRecordTable 
having a Source and destination matching that of the current 
block. If so, Step 454 checks to see if the time since the last 
time a copy of a record from the monitored field exceeds that 
set by the user in the Monitored Records Dialog Box. If so, 
step 456 places a monitorRecordHeader in the blockSent 
message being assembled, followed by a copy of the last 
record of the current block of records for which putRecord 
has been called. 

0208. Once any steps relating to record monitoring have 
been performed, the assembly of the blockSent message for 
the current block is complete, and step 460 causes it to by 
sent by the UDP protocol to the performance monitor 
program over high speed network 118 shown in FIG. 1. 
Once this is done the call to buildAndSend BlockSentMsg is 
complete and Step 461 returns. 
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0209 When the call to BuildAndSend BlockSentMsg on 
line 423 of the putRecord routine returns, step 462 of FIG. 
40 returns to the programming of the data flow operator 
which called putRecord. 
0210 FIG. 42 is a highly simplified representation of the 
Steps which are performed by a player instance 132, shown 
in FIG. 5, in the execution of a graph each time the 
runLocally function 145, shown in FIG. 4, of that player 
calls the getRecord function 148of one of the players input 
ports to obtain the next data record from that port. 
0211 When the getRecord function of an input port 
instance is called, Step 464 of FIG. 42 checks to see if there 
are any more records in the current block of records being 
processed by the input port instance. If not, the port has to 
get a new block of records, and Step 464, causes StepS 469 
through 470 to be performed. 
0212 Step 465 check if getAndPutMonitoringsOn. If so, 
is sends the performance monitor timed getBlockPending 
UDP message over high speed network 118 of FIG. 1, 
identifying the node, processOnNode, and inputOnProceSS 
of the input port instance for which getRecord has been 
called. AS is explained in more detail below, the Sending of 
getBlockPending messages enables the performance moni 
tor to keep track of whether there have been any calls by 
getRecord for a new block of data which have been unan 
Swered. 

0213) Next Step 466 tests if the input port for which 
getRecord has been called is connected to receive records 
from a persistent data set. If so it causes steps 467 and 468 
to be performed. Step 467 reads the next block of data from 
the data Set. If it is a file persistent data Set it read the next 
block from one of the data sets files. If it is a Parallel 
RDBMS data set, it obtains the next block supplied by a 
query to that data Set associated with the current operator 
instance. Then step 468 calls the buildAndSend BlockSent 
Msg routine described above with regard to FIG. 41. 
0214. This call to buildAndSend BlockSentMsg is impor 
tant because it enables the data flow from persistent data Sets 
into an operator to be visualized. 
0215. If the input port for which getRecord has been 
called receives input from another operator instance, Step 
469 waits for a new block of records to be sent to the input 
port over any of the input ports one or more TCP/IP 167 of 
the type shown in FIG. 5. 
0216. Once the next block of input records have been 
received, either from step 467 or 469 Step 470 sets the 
inputBlockReadPointer to the start of the new block. 
0217 By the time the program advances to step 474 the 
input port has a buffer with one or more input records, either 
because it had one before the call to getRecord or because 
it just got on in Steps 467 or 469. In either case, Step 474 
takes the value of the inputBlockReadPointer as its return 
value. Then step 476 increment the inputBlockReadPointer 
by the record length of records received by the input port, 
and. then step 478 returns from getRecord. 
0218 FIG. 43 provides a highly simplified pseudo code 
description of Some aspects of the performance monitor 
program which are relevant to the present invention. 
0219. When the performance monitor program is first 
called for the execution of a given data flow graph, a step 
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480 initializes the program, and then a step 482 receives the 
Score of the parallel execution of that graph which has been 
Sent to it by the conductor process controlling the parallel 
execution of the graph, as shown in step 160 shown in FIG. 
5. 

0220 Next Step 484 uses the score-to create data struc 
tures for all processor nodes, operators, ports, and datalinks, 
and for all instances of operators, ports, and datalinkS. These 
data Structures are used to Store information on the State of 
the parallel data flow graph which are relevant to its visu 
alization. A separate Set of Such data Structures, called a 
graphState, is Stored for each Separate time during the 
execution of the parallel graph which is being represented by 
one or more windows of the performance monitor Visualizer. 
0221) Then Step 486 determines how many vertical lev 
els of operators there are in the graph and which operators 
are in which Such vertical levels. 

0222 Step 490 then lays out the operators of the graph in 
both two and three dimensional Space. In the preferred 
embodiment this proceSS involves a combination of using 
pre-Selected layout rules and Selecting the best Scoring 
randomly Selected layout alternatives according to a Scoring 
metric which seeks to maximize reasonable Separation of 
operators at each level while minimizing the total length of 
all datalinks between layers. 
0223) Once the graph has been laid out, the performance 
monitor enters its main loop, loop 492, which is continu 
ously repeated until the user Selects to exit the performance 
monitor. 

0224. The first step of this main loop, step 494 tests to see 
if their are any messages to be processed on the event queue 
which Stores user input messages, Such as those representing 
input from the workstation computer's keyboard 124 or its 
mouse 126. If there are any Such messages the System, calls 
handleUserMsgs, a routine which responds to each Such 
message by the function indicated by that message. 
0225. Next Step 496 tests to see if there are any messages 
in the performance monitors UDP input queue, and if So it 
calls handleUDPMsgs 498 shown in FIG. 44 to process 
them. 

0226) The HandleUDPMsgs routine performs a loop 500 
comprised of steps 502-512 for each message in the perfor 
mance monitor's UDP queue. 
0227 Step 502 test to see if the UDP message being 
processed by the current iteration of the loop 500 is a 
getBlockPending message. If So it, Stores the message in the 
data Structure for its associated input port instance. If the 
message is a putBlockPending message, Step 504 Store the 
message in in the data Structure for its association output 
port instance. If the message is a blockSent message, Step 
506 causes steps 508 through 512 to be performed. 
0228) Step 508 tests to see if historyRecordingIsOn. If so 

it cause steps 510 and 511 to be performed. Step 510 tests 
if the time Since the last blockSent message was recorded for 
the messages's datalink instance exceeds blockSentRe 
cordInterval. If So it stores a copy of the blockSent message 
in the blockSentHistory in chronological order by time 
stamp. If the current blockSent message has a true isEOFIn 
Record field, Step 511 records a copy of the message in the 
EOFHistory file. 
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0229 Both history RecordingsOn and blockSentRe 
cordInterval are variables set by the user under Record 
Performance in the DataCollection menu shown in FIG. 28. 
The blockSentHistory file stores copies of blockSent mes 
Sages for all datalinks at a frequency Selected by the user So 
that the replay of the graph can be visualized. EOFs, as well 
as getRecord and putRecord hangs, are recorded in a sepa 
rate, much Smaller file, So that during replay it is possible to 
quickly Scan a large period of time in the execution of a 
graph to look for all occurrences of EOFs and getRecord 
and putRecord hangs, So that the EOF and hang Status of 
ports and operators can be reliably portrayed. Such complete 
Scanning of blockSent messages is not required to update the 
dataRateInRecords, dataRateInBytes, NumberOf 
RecordsSoFar, and NumberOfBytesSoFar values for 
datalinks Since Such values can be reliably determined from 
any two Successive blockSent messages occurring near a 
relevant time during replay. 
0230. Next step 512 calls the updateCraphWith Block 
SentMsg routine 513, shown in FIG. 45, for the realTime 
version of the graphState, that is, for the Set of data Struc 
tures representing the State of the current execution of the 
data flow graph. 
0231. The update GraphWith BlockSentMsg routine con 
tains Steps which are separately called to update both the 
realTime graphState and any replay graphStates used to 
represent the State of the graph at a time being replayed. 
0232 Step 513 of updateCraphWith BlockSentMsg 
erases any getBlockPending, putBlockPending, hungOnGe 
tRecords, or hungOnPutRecord flags Stored in any data 
Structures for all inputs or outputs on either the Source or 
destination operator instance indicated in the blockSent 
message for which updateCraphStateWith BlockSentMsg 
has been called, if those flags have an earlier time Stamp than 
the blockSent message. It does So because Such a latter 
blockSent message means that a block of record has been 
Sent and received by the destination and Source operators, 
respectively, after the time of Such blockage flags, meansing 
the associated blockages no longer exist at the time repre 
Sented by the blockSent message in the graphState. 
0233. Next Step 514 tests to see if there is a prior 
blockSent message recorded for the datalink instance. If So, 
it calculates the current dataRate values for the blockSent 
message's corresponding datalink instance. It does this for 
the dataRateInRecords value by subtracting the numberOf 
RecordsSoFar from the prior blockSent message stored in 
the data Structure for the datalink instance having the 
message's associated Source and destinations ports from the 
numberOfPecordsSoFar in the current blockSent message, 
and then dividing the difference by the difference in the 
time.Sent values of the two blockSent messages. It makes a 
similar calculation for the dataRateInBytes based on the 
difference between the numberOfBytesSofar values in the 
successive versions of the blockSent message. Then step 515 
stores the dataRate values calculated in step 514 in the 
datalink instance's associated data Structure, and Step 516 
Stores the current blockSent message in that data Structure. 
0234 Step 517 then tests to see isEOFInRecord is true in 
the current blockSent message, indicating that there are no 
more records in the message's associated datalink. If So, it 
sets hasSentEOF in the data structures for the blockSent's 
corresponding datalink instance. 
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0235 If there is a monitoredFieldHeader in the current 
blockSent message, Step 522 causes steps 524 and 526 to be 
performed. Step 524 tests to see if a field display window has 
been selected for the datalink instance in the checkbox 384 
of the Monitored Fields Dialog Box of FIG. 24. If so, it 
feeds the value of the monitored field to that window. Step 
526 test to see if the Msg First Ocurrence checkboxes have 
been selected for either the 1" or 2. Desired Values in the 
Monitored fields Dialog Box for the datalink instance, and, 
if so, it tests to see if any of the values of the monitored field 
in the blockSent message correspond to a first occurrence of 
either value. If So it causes a beep at the WorkStation and 
Sends an appropriate window to the Screen announcing the 
first occurrence of the value at the datalink and records the 
fact that Such a message has been Sent for the value in the 
datalink's corresponding data Structure. 

0236. If the current blockSent message contains a moni 
toredRecord Header, and if the user has selected to currently 
display a window of that record for the current datalink 
instance in the Monitor Record Dialog Box (not shown), 
Step 528 causes the value of the current record to be sent to 
the process of the window that displays the values of the 
records fields in a Scrollable window. 

0237. Once Step 528 is complete, updateCraphState 
With BlockSentMsg is complete for the blockSent message 
for which it has been called and step 529 returns to the step 
which called that routine. 

0238 Returning now to FIG. 44, once the call to update 
GraphWith BlockSentMsg in step 512 returns, the loop 500 
is complete for the current message in the performance 
monitor's UDP message queue and loop 500 is repeated for 
the next message in that queue. Once all the messages 
currently in the UDP queue have been handled, the work of 
handleUDPMsgs is complete for the moment and step 530 
returns from the call to that routine. 

0239 Although not shown in the simplified pseudo code 
of FIG. 44, the handleUDPMsgs routine actually places all 
performance UDP messages received by the performance 
monitor into a UDP message buffer, sorted by their time 
Stamp. This can be important because if traffic is busy on the 
network 118, shown in FIG. 1, the UDP messages sent at the 
Same time by two different player processes might arrive at 
the performance monitor Seconds apart. Such buffering 
allows the messages to be recorded in chronological order as 
specified in Step 510. Furthermore the loop 500 to processes 
UDP messages in chronoligical order by date Stamp, delay 
ing the time at which they are read from that buffer by 
Several Seconds. This tends to ensure that the data rates and 
total data Sent values displayed throughout the current graph 
are synchronized. If UDP messages are entering the buffer at 
a higher rate that loop 500 can handle them, step 512 can be 
skipped for all messages in the buffer older than a certain 
age, enabling the Visualization of a graph to stay current. 

0240 Returning now to FIG. 43, once the call to han 
dleUDPMsgs in step 496 is complete, Step 532 calls the 
updateReplayGraphState routine 534 shown in FIG. 46 for 
each different time, if any, during the execution of the data 
flow graph which is represented in one or more replay 
windows. 

0241 Step 535 starts the updateReplayGraphState rou 
tine with a test to determine if the lastRealTimeOfGraph 
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StateUpdate exceeds the replay Udate.Interval. If not, the 
routine skips to Step 543 and returns. If so, it completes the 
remaining Steps in the routine. 
0242) If step 535 decides it is time to update the replay 
graphState, Step 536 saves the current time as lastRealTim 
eOfGraphStateUpdate for the graphState. Step 537 finds the 
current timeBeingReplayed, by incrementing that variable 
by an amount equal to the difference between the current and 
prior value of lastRealTimeOfGraphStateUpdate times the 
replay rate. If the replay rate is negative this will cause the 
time BeingReplayed to be decremented, causing the replay to 
take place in reverse. This is important because it lets the 
user rapidly replay backward to the occurrence of an event 
of interest, Such as a blockage or EOF. 
0243) Next Step 538 scans the EOFHistory file and 
get&PutHangHistory files since the graphState's last earlier 
time BeingReplayed, to update EOF and getRecord and 
putRecord hang values for datalink and port instances in the 
graphState. Note that if the previous value of time BeingRe 
played is not earlier than the current value of that variable, 
step 538 has to scan its associated history files from the 
beginning of the execution of the graph to reliably update 
EOF and getRecord and putRecord hangs. 
0244. Once Step 538 is complete, Step 539 clears all the 
blockSent messages and dataRates Stored for all of the 
datalinks in the graphState. AS is explained below, this is 
done so step 542 which follows will be able to determine 
when it has read two blockSent messages for each datalink. 
0245. Then Step 540 performs a loop comprised of step 
542 for each blockSent message recorded in the block 
SentHistory file starting from the current time BeingRe 
played back a length of time in the file corresponding to 
replay UpdateWindowDuration. ReplayUdateWindowDura 
tion is a variable which represent a long enough duration of 
time in the blockSentHistory file to have a high probability 
of reliably being assured of getting at least two Successive 
blockSent messages on any datalink which would normally 
indicate a non-Zero data rate during real time display of a 
graph, yet Short enough to minimaze the amount of com 
putation which has to be performed to update the replay 
graphState. 
0246 The loop of Step 540 calls Step 542 for each 
blockSent massage recorded in the replayUpdateWindow 
Duration. Step 542 tests to see if the datalink corresponding 
to the current blockSent message of loop 540 has not yet had 
dataRates calculated for it, as indicated by it still having the 
cleared value placed in it by step 539. If no dataRates have 
been calculated for the datelink, step 542 calls the update 
GraphStateWith BlockSentMsg routine of FIG. 45. 
0247 The first call to updateCraphStateWith Block 
SentMsg for each datalink in loop 540 will cause the 
blockSent message with which it is called to be recorded in 
the datalink's data Structure, but it will not cause dataRates 
to be calculated because step 514 of FIG. 45 only calculates 
dataRates if there is a prior blockSent message recorded for 
the datalink. But the second call to updateCraphStateWith 
BlockSentMsg for a given datalink will update the datalinks 
dataRates. After this second call no further calls will be 
made to updateCraphStateWith BlockSentMsg for the 
datalink Since it's associated data Structure in the graphState 
will already have all the values necessary to Support Visu 
alization of the datalink's data flow for time BeingReplay. 
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0248. Once the loop 540 has been completed for all of the 
blockSent messages in the replay UpdateTimeWindow, Suf 
ficient information exists for visualization of the graphState 
at the time BeingReplayed and step 543 returns to the 
instruction which called updateReplayGraphState. 
0249 Returning now to FIG. 43, once step 532 has called 
updateReplayGraphState for each replay graphState being 
protrayed by the system, step 550 tests to see if the time of 
the last call to blockPendingCheck exceeds a blockPend 
ingCheckInterval. If so it calls the blockPendingCheck 
routine 552 shown in FIG. 47. Otherwise it skips to step 
554. 

0250) If the blockPendingCheck routine is called, it per 
forms a loop 556 for each input and output port instance in 
the realtime graphState. For each such port, Step 558 tests to 
see if it has a getBlockPending or putBlockPending flag with 
a time stamp older than normalBlockPendingTime. Normal 
BlockPendingTime is a variable set by the user in edit box 
270 of the Get And Put Hang Dialog Box shown in FIG. 23 
to indicate the length of time a port should wait before the 
failure of a getRecord or putRecord call to return should be 
considered a hang. 
0251) If Step 558 indicates a current port should be 
considered hung, steps 560 and 562 are performed for the 
port. Step 560 labels the port as hungOnGetRecord or 
hungOnPutRecord, if it is an input or output port respec 
tively, and step 562 then records a hungOnGetRecord or 
hungOnPutRecord, respectively for the port, in the 
get&PuthangHistory file, with an indication of its associ 
ated port instance and time. 
0252) Once this has been done for all port instances in the 
realTime graphState, all of the port instances in the graph 
which the user considers hung will be marked as Such, and 
step 564 returns to the instruction which called the block 
PendingCheck routine. 
0253) Returning again briefly to FIG. 43, once the call in 
step 550 of the performance monitor to blockPendingCheck 
returns, the loop of step 554 is performed for each data flow 
graph Visualization window displayed by the performance 
monitor. If the current visualization window for which this 
loop is being performed has not been updated in a time 
longer than a windowUpdateInterval, step 569 causes the 
window to be updated. 

0254. If the current window is a 3D view, Step 570 
performs steps 572, 574, and 576. 

0255 If the current window has an active flight path 
associated with it, step 572 changes the windows view 
parameters such as viewPointRadiusFrom Focus, viewPoint 
LongitudePromFocus, viewPointLatitude From Focus, view 
Zoom, and ViewFocus according to the predefined function 
for the change of Such parameters which can be included in 
a flight path. Flight paths includes the Standard Orbit 
mentioned above with regard to button 188 of FIG. 8 as well 
as more complex flight paths which can be defined in the 
Saved Visualization Manager Dialog Box evoked from item 
213 in the View Menu of FIG. 9. 

0256 Next step 574 tests to see if there has been any 
change in the windows View parameters, either from the 
operation of step 572 or in response to use of the View 
Navigate Dialog Box. If so, it calls the 
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updateWindows3Dto2DProjection routine 578. As shown in 
FIG. 47, Step 582 of this routine makes any changes in the 
direction of the windows view from its view point that are 
necessary to keep windows view centered on the view 
focus. Then its Step 584 calls 
calculate Graphs2DProjectionCoordinates, a function which 
uses Standard 3D graphic techniques to project objects in the 
windows associated graph into the 2D coordinates of that 
window. Once the call to this function returns, the 
updateWindows3Dto2DProjection is complete and step 586 
returns. 

0257). Once the call step 574 of the performanceMonitor 
routine of FIG. 43 is complete, step 576 calls the 
updateWindowsPixels routine 588 shown in FIG. 49. 
0258. The updateWindowsPixel is comprised of a loop 
590 which is repeated for each object in the visualization 
window's graphState which needs to be updated. Each graph 
object needs to be updated if it is all or partially mapped into 
the current window's 2D projection and has been changed 
Since the last call to this routine. For this purpose any 
Datalink instance to be displayed with moving noodles are 
treated has having been changed, as are any dataLink 
instances to be displayed as color histograms if any of the 
values relevant to the display of that color histogram have 
changed since the last update. 

0259 Before loop590 is started, however, a loop 589 
prepares for it by erasing all pels in the visualization window 
which currently represent color from any data datalink 
which will be updated by the loop of 590 and which 
currently, or might in the loop of 590, contain any transpar 
ent Segments. This would include all datalink objects dis 
playing color histograms or noodle Segmentation. This is 
done So that as transparent portions of in the representation 
of a datalink object's line move down that line, any colors 
previously written for non-transparent parts of the line will 
be removed from the window. As is pointed out below, step 
648 of FIG. 52 records the ID of the datalink object for 
which each pels has a color written to it. This enabling the 
loop 589 to know which pixels it has to erase. 
0260 For each object that needs to be updated the loop 
590 step 592 tests to see if it is a datalink objects, that is, 
either a datalink instance or a composite datalink. If So, it 
cases steps 594 through 610 to be performed. 

0261 Step 594 tests to see if the current datalink object 
colorSetting has been set to “off” by checkbox 261 of the 
Datalink Display Dialog Box of FIG. 20. If so, it skips the 
rest of loop for the object, because the object is not to be 
displayed. 

0262 Step 596 tests if the datalink objects's colorSetting 
is a function of a Selected coloring variable Such as flow rate, 
inverse flow rate, total records Sent, inverse of total records 
Sent, or monitored field value as Selected by the radio 
buttons in lines 264C 264H in FIG. 20. If so it causes step 
598 and 600 to be performed. Step 598 tests if the object is 
a composite datalink. If So, it Sets the value for the object's 
coloring variable to the average of the values of that variable 
from all the object’s corresponding instances. Then Step 600 
selects the objects's draw color from the position of the 
value of its coloring variable relative to the variables color 
map. When the user selects on of the radio buttons in lines 
264C-264H of FIG. 20 a default color map will be assigned 
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to the Selected coloring variable. If the user Selects he or she 
can modify this color map with the Color Map Dialog Box 
by pushing the button 268 in FIG. 20. 
0263. If the datalink object's colorSetting is a fixed color, 
Such as the color of its Source or destination node or operator 
as selected in lines 264A or 264B of FIG. 20, Step 602 sets 
its draw color equal to that fixed color. 
0264. If the datalink object's segmentationSetting is for a 
color histogram, as set by the selection of the checkbox 266 
in FIG. 20, step 604 calls the colorHistogramSegmentation 
routine 618 of FIG. 48. This routine performs a step 620 
which tests to See if either the time or time Scale represented 
by the window has changed Since its last update. If So, it 
updates the inputPortPointer and the outputPortPointer in 
the datalink object’s lineSegmentation Buffer. 
0265 A datalink object's lineSegmentation Buffer repre 
Sents the Segmenation, if any, which is to be displayed along 
the lines representing a datalink object. Such Segmentation 
includes either the rain-like "noodling used to display data 
rates along datalink objects or the different colored Segments 
in a color histogram. The inputPortPointer and outputPort 
Pointer represents the point along the line represented by the 
lineSegmentation Buffer which corresponds to input port and 
output port, respectively. 
0266) Next step 662 tests if any part of the object's 
lineSegmentBuffer between its outputPortPointer and input 
PortPointer is not segmented, that is, does not have valid 
color Segments associated with it. If there So the datalink 
objects color histogram not complete, and step 662 fills in 
the missing portions of the lineSegmentBuffer with Seg 
ments the color of which have been calculated according to 
the histogram time parameters and a color variable Set, 
respectively, in lines 267A-C and one of the lines 264C-G of 
FIG. 20. For all such color segments besides ones for 
calculated the current real time, Step 662 calculates the value 
for Such Segment by calling a routine Similar to updateRe 
playGraphState for the time represented by the color Seg 
ment. 

0267 Once the color histogram in the current datalink 
objects lineSegmentation Buffer has been updated, Step 624 
returns from the colorhistogram Segmentation routine. 
0268 Returning to FIG. 49, once step 604 is complete, 
Step 606 tests if the datalink object's segmentationSetting 
has been Set to data rate rain by either radio buttons on line 
266B of the DataLink Display Dialog Box of FIG.20. If so, 
step 606 calls the noodleSegmentation routine 628 shown in 
FIG 51. 

0269. The noodleSegmentation has a step 628 which 
advance the outputPortPointer and inputPortPointers in its 
lineSegmentBuffer by an amount proportional the to current 
dataRate being represented by the data rate rain. The point 
erS and and buffer involved are the same as used in the 
colorHistory.Segmentation routine of FIG. 48, except in this 
instance they will contain Segmenation representing differ 
ent data. The movement of these pointers in step 628 moves 
the “on” and “off” segmentation in the buffer relative to the 
input and output ports of the datalink object to make the 
datalink object's noodle appear to be falling at a rate which 
varies with the object's dataRate. 
0270. Next step 630 performs a loop for each continuous 
empty portion of the line represented by the datalink object's 
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lineSegmentBuffer between its OutputPortPointer and input 
PortPointer, starting at the outputPortPointer. For such 
empty portion of the buffer, that is each Such portion which 
does not have valid on/off Segmentation, a loop 630 repeat 
edly performs Step 630-634 until that portion is filled with 
Such segmenation. 
0271 Step 631 adds a new pair of on/off segment to the 
buffer having a density which is a partially random function 
of link's dataRate for the time frame represented by that 
Segment's location along the line representing the datalink 
object. This is done in a manner similar to that in which the 
Segmentation of the color historgrams is calculated in Step 
622 of FIG. 48, except that the on/off pairs have a non 
uniform rate and their motion along the lineSegmentation 
buffer is often much faster than of the color history seg 
mentation. In the preferred embodiment the length of the 
“on” segment in each on/off pair is obtained by Selected as 
random value in a given lenth range and then multiplying it 
by the dataRate for the time represented by the on/off 
segment pair. The length of the “off” segment is obtained by 
dividing Such a randomly Selected length by the dataRate 
plus a Small number So that as the data rate approaches Zero 
the length of the “off” segment becomes long relative to the 
“on” segment. On/off pair calculated at the end of lineSeg 
mentation Buffer nearest the outputPortPointer often repre 
sent a length which stick out of the portion of the buffer 
between the outputPortPointer and the inputPortPointers. 
This has the beneficial effect of preventing the need to 
calculate a new on/off pair as the outputPortPointer is moved 
in Step 628 until the first time outputPortPointer is moved 
past the end of Such an on/off pair, which might not be until 
multiple window updates have taken place. 
0272) If monitoredFieldDisplayIsGn step 634 tests if the 
datalink object has a monitored field. If So, it tests, whether 
a blockSent message is detected in the time represented by 
the on/off pair created in step 631 which has a monitored 
field with a desired value represented by either a ball or a 
triangle according to the radio buttons 404 or 406 in the 
Monitored Field Dialog Box of FIG. 24. If so, it accordingly 
replaces the on/off pair's “on” segment in the lineSegmen 
tation Buffer with a triangle or ball. 
0273) Once the loop 630 has completely filed each con 
tinuous empty portion of the datalink objects on/off Seg 
mentation, and loop 628 completes this for any Such empty 
portions, the on/off Segmentation for the object will be 
complete and current, and step 635 will return from the 
noodleSegmentation program. 
0274 Returning to the updateWindowsPixels routine of 
FIG. 49, once step 606 of that figure is complete, Step 608 
tests if the datalink object's SegmentationSetting has been 
set to Solid by radio button 266A in the Datalink Display 
Dialog Box of FIG. 20. If so, step 608 sets the line 
Segmenation buffer to one long “on” Segment. 
0275 Next step 610 calls the draw|LineSegments routine 
636 shown in FIG. 52. 

0276. The first step of drawLineSegments, Step 637 
erases all pixels, if any which have been previously associ 
ated with the current datalink object by Step 684 in previous 
calls to this routine. This is done So that as as transparent 
portions of a datalink object's Segmentation move down 
along a line, pel previously written to by “on” segments of 
the line will be turned off so they can be seen through 
datalinkSegmentbb 
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0277 Draw|LineSegments performs a loop 638 for each 
line Segment in the current datalink object's line Segmenta 
tion buffer which is projected into the current visualization 
window. This loop is comprised of steps 642-650. 

0278 Step 642 tests if the segment's color is “off”, in 
which case terminates the iteration of loop 638 for that line 
Segment Since it is not to be drawn. Otherwise, a step 646 
performs a loop comprised of steps 644-650 for each Suc 
cessive portion of the current line Segment which has been 
projected onto an individual picture element (commonly 
called a “pixel” or “pel” for short) of the window. For line 
Segments having a color value representing a ball or a 
triangle this causes the loop 646 to be performed for each pel 
of Such a shape. 

0279 Step 644 tests if the current pel of loop 646 has not 
yet been colored in the new pel map being created for the 
current update of the Visualization window. If not, it per 
forms steps 645-648. Step 645 tests if the segment's color is 
“on”. If so, it colors the pel with the datalink object's draw 
color. If not, in which case the datalink object is displaying 
a color histogram, Step 645 colors the pel with the Segment's 
color. In either case, step 648 stores the ID of the current 
datalink object in association with the pel. 
0280) If the current pel has been previously colored in the 
current update to the visualization window, step 650 tests if 
the current datalink object is between the view point and the 
object previously associated with the pel at the point on each 
object represented by the pel. If so, it stores the color of the 
current datalink object at the pel and associate the current 
datalink object with the pel. Otherwise it does not draw the 
pel for the current line Segment. 
0281. It should be appreciated that in other embodiments 
of the invention other Schemes could be used for drawing 
datalink object lines. In one Such Scheme the thickness of a 
datalink object's line could be varied according to perspec 
tive, with lines that are up close in the view being drawn 
thicker than one pel, and with lines far away from the view 
being represented as being less than one pel thick by having 
their color mixed with a transparency value. In another 
Simpler Scheme, all datalink object lines would be one pel 
thick, but where multiple Such lines are projected onto one 
pel, the color at the pel would be blended much as color 
would be if each Such line were a transparent beam of light. 
An even simpler Scheme would be to merely write each pel 
with each line Segment and use the last color writen to the 
pel as the pels color. Because the moving dataRate rain 
commonly used in the Visualization window causes the lines 
of datalink objects to contain transparent portions which 
move at different rates, Such simple overlapping usually 
makes it possible to distinguish which lines are which. 
0282. Once the loop 642 has been repeated for each pixel 
corresponding to the current Segment of loop 638, and once 
loop 638 has been completed for each segment in the 
lineSegmentation Buffer, the drawing of the datalink object's 
line is complete, and step 652 returns from the draw|Line 
Segments routine. 
0283 Returning to FIG. 49, once the draw ineSegment 
returns the drawing of the current datalink object caused by 
step 592 is complete, as is the loop 590 for the current object 
of the visualization window which needs to be updated. It 
should be appreciated that other objects in the graph which 
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need to be updated, are projected in a similar manner as 
datalink objects as is indicated by step 614 of FIG. 49, 
except that other objects do not have the complexities 
asSociated with line Segmenation as do the datalink objects. 
0284. Once the loop 590 is completed for each object 
which has to be updated in the current visualization window, 
that all the pixels with need it will have been updated and 
step 616 returns from the ubdateWindowsPixels routine. 
0285) Returning to FIG. 43, once the call in step 576 
returns, the updating of the current Visualization window 
will be complete, and the loop of step 554 will be performed 
for the next visualization window the performance monitor 
is showing if any. If the next such window which needs to 
be updated is a 2D view, step 620 will render it in a manner 
similar to that discussed in steps 570-576, except that it will 
be simpler because it will involve only 2D rendering instead 
of 3D rendering. 
0286 Once the loop 554 has been completed for all 
Visualization windows which need to be updated, the loop 
492 is repeated again, getting and responding to user input, 
if any, handling UDP messages, and then updating the 
Visualization windows. AS Stated above, this loop is con 
tinuously repeated until the user Selects to exit from the 
performance monitor. 
0287. It should be appreciated that the current invention 
makes it much easier for those designing and/or running the 
computation of parallel data flow graphs to understand Such 
computation. It makes it much easier for those who run Such 
graphs to determine how far a given execution of a graph has 
progressed, how long the completion of that eXecution is 
likely to take, and how to better determine what resources 
that execution demands. 

0288 The present invention enables those who program 
Such graphs to much better understand how Such graphs 
execute and to determine why Such execution may fail or 
have undesirable performance. The performance monitor of 
the present invention is particularly valuable when com 
bined with the System for designing parallel data flow graph 
computations described in the Beckerle et al. Application. It 
is because it allows a user of Such a System to rapidly iterate 
through a loop of programming a parallel graph, monitoring 
the intimate details of how it runs, and modifying the 
program in light of the information obtained from Such 
monitoring. This promotes the rapid development of com 
plex parallel programs that function as desired. 
0289. It should be understood that the foregoing descrip 
tion and drawings are given merely to explain and illustrate 
the invention and that the invention is not limited thereto, 
except insofar as the interpretation of the appended claims 
are so limited. Those skilled in the art who have the 
disclosure before them will be able to make modifications 
and variations therein without departing from the Scope of 
the invention. The detail of the specification above has been 
provided to promote the policy of the patent law that a patent 
applications invention should be well taught to the World. 
The detail of this invention is not intended to, and under the 
policy of the patent law should not, be used to cause its 
claims to be more narrowly construed than if the disclosure 
had provided a poorer teaching by being more general or 
more Vague. 

0290 For example, those skilled in the art will under 
Stand that the functions or devices for performing them, 
described in the claims below can be realized by many 
different programming Structures and data Structures, differ 
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ent programming languages, and by using different organi 
Zation and Sequencing. This is because programming is an 
extremely flexible art form in which a given idea, once 
understood by those skilled in the art, can be manifested in 
a virtually unlimited number of ways 
0291. Furthermore, it should be understood that the 
invention of the present application, as broadly claimed, is 
not limited to use with any one type of operating System or 
computer hardware. It should also be understood that func 
tions shown being performed in Software in the Specification 
could be performed in hardware in other embodiments, and 
Vica Versa. 

0292. It is to be understood that where the system 100 
described above monitors only TCP/IP streams and I/O with 
persistent data Sets, other embodiments of the invention 
could monitor the performance of other forms of inter 
process, inter-object, or inter-routine communication 
mechanisms, including shared memory, pipes, calls, or mes 
Sage passing libraries. 
0293 For example, the present invention is not limited to 
use with data flow graphs created by System described in the 
Beckerle et al. Application. For example, many aspects of 
the present application would be applicable to data flow 
graphs which are created by parallel RDBMSs in response 
to queries in a data base language. It is common for the 
parallel graphs of such parallel RDBMSs to group together 
all operator instances on a given branch of a parallel data 
flow graph between repartition operators into one process, 
and to have each operator in Such a process its next operator 
in the data flow branch to obtain records from it. In Such a 
System, performance messages roughly similar to the block 
Sent messages described above could be sent not only to 
reflect the communication between processes, but also to 
reflect the calls between operators. 
0294 Thus, although system 100 mainly monitors com 
munication between operating System processes, modern 
operating Systems provide other mechanisms, Such as 
threads or lightweight processes. An alternative embodiment 
of the invention may monitor communication between Such 
other mechanisms in place of, or in addition to, the com 
munication between processes described above. 
0295) Similarly, it should be understood that whereas the 
monitoring messages are Sent to the performance monitor 
program described above by player processes, many of Such 
meSages could, in alternate Systems be sent to a performance 
monitor by the operating Systems or by network protocol 
StackS. 

0296. The description above shows the monitoring of the 
communiction of blocks of messages over TCP/IP and other 
communication channels and of getRecord and putRecord 
hangs. Other aspects of the execution of a parallel program 
could be monitored as well. This would include I/O with 
files not formally part of the data flow graph, Statistics on the 
values of fields of records passing through an operator, or 
indications that the programming inside an operator has 
reached a certain point or certain State in its execution. 
0297 For example, the field monitoring function 
described above could be altered to cause player processes 
to keep Statistics on the values of one or more monitored 
fields in each record which passes through given input or 
output ports. Then every Second or So the value of Such 
Statistics could be sent to the performance monitor and 
displayed. This would improve the accuracy of field moni 
toring, Since it would enable all records passing through a 
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port to have a given field monitored without the cost of 
Sending a performance monitoring message for every block 
of records Sent. 

0298 Many aspects of the invention are not limited to use 
with parallel computing of data flow graph. Aspects of the 
invention relating to data flow graph visualization and 
information access would be useful on Systems which 
execute data flow graphs on a single processor. 
0299 Similarly, aspects of the invention relating to the 
display and accessing of information on parallel processes 
executing on different processors are not limited to the 
parallel computing of data flow graphs. For example, in an 
alternate embodiment of the invention a 3D view of MIMD 
array processor could be provided in waffles, with different 
Waffle Squares representing different processor and different 
Vertical levels of Such Waffles representing different major 
routines of the MIMD program. Visual representations could 
be made on each Waffles Square in different level to indicate 
what routines of the proceSS each program is in, or the 
relative frequency with which they are in each Such routines. 
Different Waffles could also represent data arrays, and the 
users could navigation the 3D view relative to and click on 
objects of the 3D visualization to obtain more, different, or 
more detailed information about objects which appear to be 
of interest. 

0300. In other embodiments of the invention which rep 
resent data flow graphs, other forms of information repre 
Sentation could be used along datalink lines. For example, 
objects having certain attributes could be made to blink. 
Objects other than noodles could be moved along Such lines, 
Such as sphere or curved lines. The current values of 
monitored fields could be indicated by the first number or 
character of the value of the monitored field at Successive 
times represented along the length of each datalink line. 
Data flow or records sent could be indicated by the thickness 
of lines. Histograms could be represented by two dimen 
Sional graphs along the length of a datalink line, in addition 
to the varying of color values described above. 
0301. Other user interface improvements could be made 
to the invention's performance monitors. For example, the 
user could be allowed to drag objects in the graph, Such as 
operator Waffles, to desired locations. The user could be 
given the ability to selectively horizontally or vertically 
compress the visualization, either in an entire window or in 
Selected parts of it. 
What we claim is: 

1. A computer System comprising 
means for computing a data flow graph comprised the 

following components 
a plurality of operators in computer readable memory, 

each of which defines 

operation programming for performing an operation, 

one or more communication ports, each of which is 
either an input port for providing the operation 
programming a data Stream of one or more 
records, or an output port for receiving a data 
Stream of one or more records from the operation 
programming, and 

one or more data objects, each of which is capable of 
Supplying or receiving a data Stream of one or 
more records, 
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a datalink associated with each of one or more of the 
communication ports of the operators in Said graph, 
each of which defines a communication path for the 
communication of a data Stream of records between 
its associated communications port and either a 
Specific data object or the Specific communication 
port of another Specific operator in Said graph; and 

Visualization means including 
means for receiving varying performance information 

about the State of the computation of Said data flow 
graph at each of varying points of time and at each 
of various components of Said data flow graph, and 

means for providing a graphic representation of Said 
data flow graph as a graphic network including Said 
operators and connecting datalinks, including means 
for providing at each of varying points of time a 
representation of Said varying information relating to 
each of Said various components at a location in Said 
graphic representation corresponding to the location 
of Said component in Said graphic representation. 

2. A computer System as in claim 1 wherein one or more 
of Said operators is a parallelizable operator and Said means 
for computing a data flow graph includes means for paral 
lelizing the execution of Said data flow graph including: 

parallelizing the execution of individual parallelizable 
operators in Said graph by causing a separate instance 
of each Such operator, including its associated opera 
tion programming, to be run on each of multiple 
processors, with each instance of a given operator 
having a corresponding input and output port for each 
input and output port of the given operator; and 

dividing the data Stream associated with a datalink con 
nected to the communication port of a given parallel 
ized operator into a separate data Stream partition 
connected to the corresponding communication port of 
each instances of the given operator. 

3. The computer System of claim 2 wherein Said means for 
providing a graphic representation includes means for pro 
Viding a graphic representation of the individual instances of 
a parallelized operator and of the individual data Stream 
partitions connected to the one or more communication ports 
of that operators and providing Said varying information 
about the flow of records on data Stream partitions connected 
to the communication ports on each of a plurality of 
instances of a given parallelized operator. 

4. A computer-implemented method comprising: 
executing a plurality of processes in parallel to process 

data; 
displaying graphical representations of the processes and 

the flow of the data through the processes as the data is 
processed by the processes. 

5. Computer-readable medium Storing instructions, 
wherein the instructions, when executed, produce following 
actions: 

execute a plurality of processes in parallel to proceSS data; 
display graphical representations of the processes and the 

flow of the data through the processes as the data is 
processed by the processes. 


